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In recent years, road vehicle automation has become an important and popular topic for re-
search and development in both academic and industrial spheres. New developments received
extensive coverage in the popular press, and it may be said that the topic has captured the
public imagination. Indeed, the topic has generated interest across a wide range of academic,
industry and governmental communities, well beyond vehicle engineering; these include com-
puter science, transportation, urban planning, legal, social science and psychology. While this
follows a similar surge of interest – and subsequent hiatus – of Automated Highway Systems
in the 1990’s, the current level of interest is substantially greater, and current expectations
are high. It is common to frame the new technologies under the banner of “self-driving cars”
– robotic systems potentially taking over the entire role of the human driver, a capability that
does not fully exist at present. However, this single vision leads one to ignore the existing
range of automated systems that are both feasible and useful. Recent developments are un-
derpinned by substantial and long-term trends in “computerisation” of the automobile, with
developments in sensors, actuators and control technologies to spur the new developments in
both industry and academia. In this paper we review the evolution of the intelligent vehicle
and the supporting technologies with a focus on the progress and key challenges for vehicle
system dynamics. A number of relevant themes around driving automation are explored in
this article, with special focus on those most relevant to the underlying vehicle system dy-
namics. One conclusion is that increased precision is n eded in sensing and controlling vehicle
motions, a trend that can mimic that of the aerospace industry, and similarly benefit from
increased use of redundant by-wire actuators.
Keywords: self-driving cars, vehicle automation, intelligent control, active safety, collision
avoidance, vehicle sensors, driver-vehicle interaction.
1. Introduction
In the past, cars and trucks could be considered as complex mechanical systems, but
since the 1980’s they have become increasingly sophisticated mechatronic systems, fit-
ted with many actuators, sensors and electronic control units. From early beginnings
with fuel control, the level and authority of electronic control systems on vehicles has
become increasingly sophisticated, including automated braking systems which operate
independently of the driver to avoid collisions, automated steering for parking (capa-
ble of manoeuvring into smaller parking spaces than the average human driver), and
automated driving (speed and steering) systems for use at low speed in traffic jams.
∗Corresponding author. Email: tgordon@lincoln.ac.uk
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Several companies including Google, Volvo, Tesla and Daimler have been demon-
strating fully self-driving vehicles that use computers rather than humans to do the
driving. For safety reasons, these driverless or autonomous vehicles have test engineers
closely supervising their progress. There are, however, intentions to make self-driving
cars available to the general public. The US states of Nevada and California have intro-
duced legislation to allow testing of self-driving cars on their highways, and the UK and
German government recently announced similar initiatives.
Motivation for these developments are centred around a broad “technological fix”
agenda – expanding human mobility, increasing travel efficiency in terms of time and
fuel, freeing up the connected traveller from the demands of routine driving, and po-
tentially improving safety. It is common to read statements like “over 90 % of highway
accidents occur due to driver-related human errors” [1], but we should not fall into the
trap of concluding that automation implies a safety benefit – in the future we could be
saying “over 90 % of highway accidents are due to computer error”.
Changing the way we drive road vehicles in a fundamental way offers many opportuni-
ties, and in this paper we explore the intersection of recent developments in this field with
the fundamental engineering perspectives of vehicle system dynamics. In some scenarios
the whole framework of road vehicle dynamics may change, so in the following we will
evaluate these developments in the context of a long line of technological advances, much
of which has arisen from or been influenced by the research outputs of the International
Association of Vehicle System Dynamics.
Ceding complete control of cars to computers is just one end of a spectrum of automa-
tion concepts for road vehicles; there exists a growing portfolio of more limited but useful
capabilities, particularly in areas of driver assistance and active safety.
An early example of the technologies needed for self-driving vehicles is the antilock
braking system (ABS) [2]. Developed in the 1980s, ABS technology monitors wheel
speeds and controls brake pressures to prevent wheels from locking up under hard brak-
ing. ABS may not be considered particularly smart these days, but its sensors and actu-
ators provided a gateway towards more sophisticated systems. For example, in electronic
stability control (ESC) [3], [4], an electronic control unit intervenes by using the brakes
to correct for loss of stability, a significant risk on wet or icy roads. Compared with ABS,
ESC interacts with the driver more conspicuously, correcting the way the car moves via
feedback control: ESC compares actual with expected vehicle motions, and prevents the
car from spinning dangerously or slipping sideways by the application of correcting yaw
moments. Taken together, ESC and electronic engine control make it relatively simple
and affordable to use engine and brakes to control a vehicle’s speed, which is a suitable
starting point for at least partially automating the driving process.
The above “ABS perspective” represents a particular ‘entry route’ to vehicle au-
tomation, focused around the traditional automotive companies and suppliers, building
generation-by-generation on new actuators, sensors and interfaces. An alternative route
has emerged from two competitive challenges, organized by the Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DARPA) in the United States during 2004-2007 [5],[6],[7]. The
DARPA Grand Challenge involved autonomous driving across desert tracks (car vs. ter-
rain) while the subsequent DARPA Urban Challenge introduced traffic conflicts via a
simulated city scenario. While sensing and mapping capabilities in these challenges were
far from what is economically feasible with current production cars, they do illuminate
what is possible with current technologies when production costs are ignored. And, unlike
the ABS/ESC developments, the focus was on computation and information processing,
more than on the underlying vehicle dynamics and control systems.
Hence, from this ‘DARPA perspective’, the interesting challenges are mostly related to
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Figure 1. The top three finishers in the 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge; vehicles from Stanford University (left),
and Carnegie Mellon University (centre and right). Reproduced from [7].
sophisticated optical systems and image processing, high powered computation, precision
location and mapping, data fusion and (artificial) intelligence. These capabilities, so
clearly an existing part of what the human driver achieves, occupy the “tactical space”
of driving. This is part of a well-established conceptual model of human driving that is
worthy of closer inspection given the new trends in vehicle automation. The well-accepted
conceptual model of Michon [8] states that there are three levels of human activity
in traditional manual driving: strategic (planning), tactical (maneuvering and short-
term decision making) and control (actuation of steering etc. typically using localised
feedback).
In Figure 2, we formulate that the Strategic, Tactical and Control processes may involve
automated systems, in full or in part. Note that there are different timescales of operation
between these levels, ranging from minutes/hours/days at the strategic level, to a few
seconds for maneuvering, and then down to a few tens of milliseconds at the control level
[8]. These timings are inherited from the needs of vehicle motion control itself, so there
is little reason to expect them to change significantly as a result of automation.
At the upper level, strategic decisions affect the general planning stage of a trip, in-
cluding goals, route, and possibly choice of transportation mode, based on preferences,
costs and perceived risks. General considerations about transport and mobility may in-
fluence these decisions, as indeed may information gathered before or during a trip. In
the modern “connected” world, with near-universal access to real-time information, it
is common for general plans to evolve over time. In Figure 2 the Environmental Inputs
are assumed to be directly perceived (e.g. weather conditions, visually) while External
processes are considered to be the result of separate agencies, e.g. public information
services. Note: we use the term driver throughout, meaning the person in the vehicle
most likely to carry out actions in response to some event. For discussion, we exclude
the case of a vehicle without any human occupant.
The Tactical Level is where the driver and/or automated systems plan manoeuvres
within traffic, decide to change lanes, slow for a curve, prepare to take a motorway
exit lane etc. In Figure 2 these actions – plus supporting information processing – are
represented by Tactical Level block. Again, directly relevant information comes from the
left (road geometry, traffic movements etc.) while agency-sourced information comes from
the right. According to [8] the actions are in the form of “controlled action patterns” from
3
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Figure 2. Hierarchical structure of the driving task including attention switching (after Michon [8]).
the driver, implying that conscious decisions or plans are made based on the evolving
road and traffic situation, or that previous experience is used to decide the timing and
amplitude of lower level control actions. For (partially or fully) automated systems, this
layer may for example determine feasible or desirable vehicle trajectories that can then
be passed to the control level.
Here we assume that the tactical level block is purely concerned with actual driving,
so to represent the common behaviour of attention switching to non-driving activities
(a typical and serious safety concern [9], [10], [11]) this is shown as a secondary process
of attention control – visual or cognitive or both. While such attention switching is
already considered important in the safety of normal manual driving, it is worth further
emphasising its role in the case of partial or fully automated driving, as it does influence
the availability of the driver to participate in driving actions.
As well as human driver attention, we allow for the activities of external agencies,
for example a traffic management centre which monitors traffic conditions and provides
driving-relevant information to the human driver and/or any automated systems. And it
may be that such information directly influences the reference information being passed
down to the control level (e.g. ice warnings influence the action threshold for a collision
avoidance system). As mentioned, from the “DARPA perspective” the major develop-
ments have been rooted in the tactical level.
The control level responds to reference information coming from the tactical block, so
rather than “seeing” lane markers the control layer would “see” the need to increase yaw
rate or decrease speed according to some objective reference information. The dividing
line between the tactical and control levels is not universal and may depend on the
algorithms used; for example an Adaptive Cruise Control system (ACC: tactical level)
might determine a target speed as reference for a simple classical feedback controller,
while in collision avoidance the tactical level system may define a set of motion boundaries
for a Model Predictive Control (MPC: control level) to use in the integrated control of
steering and brakes. The separation is clearest when looking at the information processing
demands; the tactical level must sense and interpret the driving environment, while
4
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the control level is required only to give best available performance based on objective
information supplied. The upward arrow, from control to tactical (also from tactical to
strategic) are included to indicate pathways for adaptation. Of course there may be other
information flows, for example if a brake controller directly sends friction information
to a traffic control centre, but Figure 2 is intended to show the major pathways. Note
that from the “ABS perspective” mentioned above, most significant developments have
emerged from the control level, albeit with significant intrusions into the tactical level.
The focus of this paper is to frame concepts and review progress and challenges in
the area of vehicle and driving automation which have particular implications for the
community of vehicle dynamics and control engineers. This is also intended to move dis-
cussion away from an existing narrow and perhaps naive view that to replace the driver
in a vehicle simply requires the removal all human elements from the three levels in
Figure 2, achieving this via expanded sensor sets and information processing by artificial
intelligence algorithms. It is born of the belief that what is already known about tyre
mechanics, vehicle stability, direct yaw moment control, friction estimation, driveline
control, brake system performance, driver modelling etc. etc. are important to the devel-
opment of the new integrated technologies and will crucially influence their performance
and safety.
This defines a convenient starting point for the main thrust of this review paper, which
is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some key developments that have led to
the current generation of autonomous functions on road vehicles, with focus on those
systems which first ventured into the tactical level of driving. Then in section Section 3
we review another categorization of “levels” of driving automation, and based on this we
consider the recent progress made at both the lower and higher levels. For intelligent ve-
hicles to seriously enter the tactical driving domain requires high degree precision sensing
of the environment; in Section 4 the issues of sensing and localization relative to maps
– or directly relative to road boundaries or threats etc. – is considered. In Section 5 we
review progress in establishing the safety of automated driving systems, noting that some
raise safety concerns via possible unintended consequences, while others are specifically
designed to protect drivers and others, e.g. via collision warning and prevention. Au-
tomation offer potential for precise motion control, and in Section 6 we review progress
and opportunities for using optimization and optimal control techniques for benefits in
energy, transport efficiency, individual time-saving (mainly at the large-scale). Another
design concept, away from optimal driving, is naturalistic driving aimed at creating au-
tomated driving systems that are ‘less robotic’ and perhaps more acceptable to people
– Section 7. Then in Section 8 the focus is on the automation of limit handling, with
applications for collision avoidance and other near-crash active safety systems. Finally,
in Section 9 we focus on what is feasible and desirable for increased automation at all
levels, including migrating towards full driving automation in the future. In particular
we focus on which opportunities and challenges are most significant for researchers in
vehicle dynamics and control.
2. Evolution of the Intelligent Vehicle
As described above, an initial electronic control evolution took place in the area of ABS
and ESC for chassis systems; prior to this was the development of Electronic Engine
Control (electronic fuel and mixture control, replacing the mechanical carburetor) which
led to the further development of vehicle speed regulation in conventional cruise control.
However, with no relevant environmental sensing in these systems, they all sit at the lower
5
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control level of driving of Figure 2. To contribute to the tactical driving the “Intelligent
Vehicle” is directly aware of the driving environment and responds directly to it.
2.1. Automated Speed Control
Conventional Cruise Control (CCC) are popular features on cars, particular in countries
where the roads are longer and straighter and destinations are farther apart, such as
Australia and North America. CCC allows drivers to set a maximum speed at which
they want to travel and the system controls the throttle and maintains the speed of
the vehicles even on steep gradients. Despite the popularity of CCC there are relatively
few studies that have examined the safety benefit/disbenefits and acceptance by drivers
[12], [13]. By adding a forward-pointing radar, a vehicle gains sufficient environmental
information – range and range-rate of the preceding vehicle [14] – to adapt to traffic
by reducing speed when there is a slower vehicle in front, otherwise tracking the driver-
selected set speed. This provided an early step into automating aspects of tactical driving
in the form of adaptive cruise control systems (ACC). ACC was introduced in the market
in 1995 by Mitsubishi in Japan [15] and rapidly gained acceptance. Today a growing list of
car manufacturers offer ACC, including Cadillac, Jaguar, Honda, BMW and Volvo. For a
more detailed description of ACC, including many references, see [16] and [17]. A number
of studies have shown the trend of ACC driving to reduce tailgating as well as reducing
workload for the driver. Early research was conducted at the University of Michigan and
reported in [18] and similar findings were reported in [19]. On the other hand there is the
potential for over-reliance on the automated ACC system, some authors have suggested
potential pitfalls, for example due to misunderstanding of the ACC functionality leading
to an increased collision risk [20], and also due to disengagement from the driving task
leading to an increased response time [21],[13] as illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Driver performance and need for assistance depends on the activation of the driver (Picture: HAVEit
project, Continental Automotive GmbH).
While ACC is a comfort system, designed to assist the driver and reduce workload, it
does directly relate to a form of conflict and crash i.e. forward collision. It is not directly
designed to deal with such conflicts; if the car in front brakes suddenly and beyond the
authority of the ACC, there is a warning issued and the driver is expected to take over
speed control. Hence there exists a corresponding opportunity for accident prevention
or mitigation in the form of Autonomous (or Automatic) Emergency Braking (AEB)
([22],[23]) Here the sensor and actuator requirements are essentially the same as for ACC,
but the control algorithms are very different and control authority is increased: system
6
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activation occurs without any driver command, and high levels of deceleration result
from that activation. Thus, as a result of the technical opportunity, collision avoidance
and crash mitigation systems came onto the market as further developments of automatic
speed control. In these systems, the car, or lorry, automatically applies its brakes to avoid
a crash or reduce the severity of an anticipated impact. This is another example of existing
actuators and sensors from ABS and ACC being co-opted for a new purpose, with the
vehicles computer given authority to apply the brakes even when there is no command
from the driver. The systems role is elevated from reducing the drivers workload to
preventing crashes ([24]). In fact, it is part of the evolving new generation of autonomous
safety functions in passenger cars and heavy vehicles.
2.2. Automated and Shared Steering Control
There is equal opportunity for automating directional control. Usually directional control
comes from turning the steering wheel. Typical demonstrations of self-driving show the
steering wheel moving by itself. As with speed automation, the key requirement is to sense
the cars motion relative to the road, and/or relative to other road users, and then to
apply path corrections to reduce or remove errors between the actual and intended paths.
Since it is usual though not universal to have a direct mechanical connection between
the steering wheel and the direction of the front wheels, there is a design challenge to
best assist the driver with stee ing. One option is to use an Electric Power Assistance
System (EPAS) to adjust the steering. This is already common in the power steering
of more recent vehicles, where an electric motor replaces the hydraulics. When used
in a more interactive or intelligent manner, the car will appear to want to steer of
its own accord. Clearly, with hands on the wheel, the driver will perceive the car as
having its own intention. Provided drivers are sympathetic to that intention, they will
likely allow the steering action. EPAS is already used in self-parking systems where the
steering action is fully automated – drivers remove their hands and simply control brake
and accelerator during parallel parking. On the other hand, should unexpected steering
torque be experienced during regular driving, this could disturb the driver and cause
them to resist, which could have dangerous consequences.
There are other options for the car to control its direction, with different implications
for the interaction with the driver. For example, with active front steer, an electric motor
controls an offset between the steering wheel and the front road wheels [25]. This corrects
the steering on the road without creating a corresponding movement of the steering wheel.
In another approach to automated steering, steer-by-wire removes the mechanical con-
nection between the steering wheel and road wheels and so offers further scope to modify
the interaction with the driver [26] (Figure 4). This type of electronic control can be
used to steer the rear wheels as well as the front, giving more freedom to designers.
Yet another option for directional control is to create a left/right bias in the brakes or
driveline [27], [28], [29]; for example, by driving the right wheels harder than the left, or
braking the left wheels more than the right, the net effect is to turn the vehicle to the
left. All the approaches mentioned have their merits and implications in terms of cost,
complexity, effect on the vehicles motion and, perhaps most importantly, their synergy
with the human driver.
Whatever the mechanism, it is clear that sensors and actuators can provide an auto-
mated steering function. As with speed control, the system can function in a self-steering
mode only if there is a reference direction/path to follow. This direction can be deter-
mined either by the vehicle alone, acting in autonomous mode, or, working in shared-
control mode, as an adjustment to what the driver does with the steering wheel. In either
7
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Figure 4. Steer-by-wire system with redundant electronic control units, a backup clutch system that would connect
the steering wheel to the tires mechanically if a power failure occur (Picture: Nissan Motors).
case, the vehicle needs to know its position and motion relative to some map of the road
and potentially to obstacles, including other vehicles.
In one form of shared steering control, lane-keeping assist or lane-keeping aid (LKA),
now available in cars such as the Volvo V60, a camera determines the cars position
relative to the lane markings. The electronic steering function then keeps the car in the
lane [30]. The steering control is gentle enough to allow the driver to override the system
for lane changing or to avoid an obstacle, in much the same way that ACC will defer to
the driver for braking or acceleration [31]. In both cases, the responsibility for safety and
legal liability stays with the driver.
LKA may also monitor whether the driver is holding the steering wheel. If the drivers
remove their hands for more than a short time, the system will give a warning and then
disconnect itself. Automated steering can also be a safety enhancement. For example,
side-pointing radar can detect another vehicle in the blind spot in an adjacent lane so
that the system will resist the drivers steering action if the driver starts to make an
unsafe lane change. It is currently difficult to predict the actual safety benefits of such
systems [32], even using so-called field operational tests.
2.3. Semi-Autonomous Driving Systems
We have seen how the intelligent vehicle with ACC and LKA has emerged from the
initial electronic evolution of chassis and powertrain systems. A combination of ACC and
LKA could potentially give us an autonomous driving system. However, both systems
have limited capabilities: neither is designed to take full authority from the driver. It
follows that we still require the driver to supervise: feet off the pedals, hands off the
wheel, but eyes firmly on the road. And, importantly, the driver/supervisor should be
mentally alert and primed and ready to take control at any instant. Several companies
are developing such semi-autonomous systems with the motivation of further reducing
the drivers workload. However, the shortfalls of boredom and distraction during a low-
level supervision task are well known which is why lifeguards at swimming pools are
rotated after a short time of supervision.
When the driver has to remain vigilant one doubts there is much genuine workload
reduction. On the positive side, the driver can relax their arms and let the steering wheel
move by itself. On the negative side, there is the new task of supervising and monitoring
8
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the automated system, and deciding if and when to take back control. The gain is a
reduced physical demand, while the new burden is largely cognitive. Crucially, the semi-
autonomous vehicle does not alleviate the normal task of anticipating traffic hazards.
Added to this are the dangers of overreliance on the system and being distracted by
other tasks, potentially leading to new crash risks. This acts as an incentive for creating
forever more ingenious systems which reduce crash risk, while at the same time allowing
eyes off the road driving.
3. Levels of Automation
The large interest in on-road vehicle automation from a wide range of academic, indus-
try and governmental communities has raised the need for a common terminology with
a taxonomy and definitions. The new standard J3016 from SAE International simplify
communication and facilitate collaboration within technical and policy domains [33]. Ac-
cording to the standard, the levels of driving automation can be divided into Conditional,
High and Full Automation, see Figure 5. The standard does not provide complete def-
initions applicable to lower levels of automation (No Automation, Assisted, or Partial
Automation). Active safety and driver assistance system that intervene to avoid and/or
mitigate an emergency situation and then immediately disengage are also not included
for the various levels of automation.
© Copyright 2014SAE INTERNATIONAL
LEVELS OF DRIVING AUTOMATION FOR ON-ROAD VEHICLES - SAE J3016
1
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full-time performance by an automated driving
system of all aspects of the dynamic driving task
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that can be managed by a human driver
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Figure 5. Summary of levels of driving automation for on-road vehicles (after SAE International [33]).
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Considering the level of driving, the human driver continues to perform tactical obser-
vation and planning for lower levels of automation. For example, using ACC, the driver
is assisted with automated speed control but with steering still under the control of the
driver, he or she needs to monitor all aspects of traffic dynamics and road geometry,
including being alert to hazards. Going from Partial to Conditional Automation a tran-
sition time of several seconds is assumed, during which control can be handed back to
the human driver; therefore aspects of tactical driving are shifted from the driver to the
automated driving systems. For High Automation the capability is assumed for the au-
tomated systems to transition to a minimal risk condition in all situations, so the driver
is no longer involved in tactical driving for modes that are automated in this way.
For Conditional Automation (Level 3) the system is expected to perform all mode-
specific aspects of the dynamic driving task with the expectation that the human driver
will respond appropriately to a request to intervene. In cases where immediate release of
the driving by the automated driving system could compromise vehicle performance, the
system would be expected to delay its release – i.e. gradually relinquish control to ensure
a smooth transition. For example, if the vehicle is engaged in a tight turning maneuver,
the automated driving system should not release steering control instantaneously, but
instead do so gradually as the driver indicates through steering input that he or she is
fully re-engaged [33]. Needless to say, this puts new and high requirements on the driver
interface e.g. the steering system, as well as requiring sufficient machine intelligence to
manage safety critical situations for several seconds at a time. As pointed out earlier, it
cannot be assumed that reducing the human drivers involvement in the dynamic driving
tasks will necessarily reduce workload. This depends on the level of confidence the driver
gives the system, and whether is always works seamlessly and reliably. The system also
needs confirmation that the driver is sufficiently alert to recover control, so there may be
a workload overhead for the driver in supervising, and an extra demand on the system
to monitor and possibly alert the driver to stay engaged.
In the following we focus mainly on demands and current progress around Highly
Automated Driving . However we also briefly consider how conventional aspects of vehicle
control, even at Level 0, make an effective contribution to the state of the art for driving
automation.
3.1. Conventional Automation
A review of the conventional control problems of road vehicles – in particular the optimal
control of vehicles and systems – was carried out by Sharp and Peng [34]. The major
areas were deemed to be as follows, although the authors did state it may not be com-
plete: (a) active and semi-active suspensions; (b) worst-case manoeuvring; (c) minimum
time manoeuvring; (d) driver control modeling; (e) state estimation; (f) obstacle and
collision avoidance; (g) integrated motion control; (h) spark-ignition engine control and
(i) transmission clutch torque control.
Even with the present focus on automated driving, it should be clear that all are rele-
vant to some extent. Of least immediate relevance are suspension control (a), powertrain
control (h), (i) and perhaps (b) – worst case manoeuvring aimed at finding worst cases
for vehicle systems to be tested under; for automated driving such cases are the more
complex driving scenarios, for which a simple “worst case” analysis may not be credible.
Prior research into minimum time manoeuvring (lap time optimization for race cars)
is perhaps relevant, as it concerns “optimal driving” under friction limited conditions,
so the research methods may be applicable in part in areas such as collision avoidance.
Without going deeper into the specific areas, the conclusion is that most of ‘basic’ control
10
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methods of vehicle system dynamics are relevant to the automation of driving systems
– we should beware of creating artificial separation between ‘modern’ and ‘traditional’
problems of automation and control.
We should also be wary of somewhat artificial boundaries between tactical and control
layers: improving the precision of even basic manual control functions can have an effect
on the way drivers interact with vehicles. A relevant example here is the Electrical Power
Assisted Steering (EPAS), which has been available in cars for some time. This has
recently emerged as Electro-Hydraulic Power Assisted Steering(EHPAS) for heavy trucks
[35]. EPAS and EHPAS can not only improve the precision of vehicle control and the
comfort for the driver, but also meet the higher requirements put on the steering system
from Partial Automation and Conditional Automation. This comes from the substantial
improvements in force feedback provided to the driver ([36], [37]). Basically, with the same
philosophy, the improved precision of braking (electro-hydraulic, electro-mechanical, full
electric control of torque), traction and torque vectoring systems [38] can also contribute
in enabling control level functions to migrate vehicle capabilities up to the tactical level.
Or, in other terms:, without adequate precision at the control level, such migration
towards ‘dynamic intelligence’ on the vehicle may be difficult or impossible to achieve.
There is another, perhaps unexpected, link between control-level technology and high
level automation. For High and Full Automation the need for mechanical connections
between driver and actuators (e.g. steering) becomes less relevant; in Level 4 (high)
automation, there is no expectation for the driver to take over control in an emergency, so
why impose the constraint of retaining mechanical connections? This immediately opens
up the scope for a full by-wire automated car control similar to the by-wire approach
of modern aircraft. As for an aircraft, the by-wire technology is designed to handle the
major control functions using electronics only. The research and development challenge
is to make use of system-level redundancy to prevent serious control degradation in
the event of any single point failure. Certainly there are considerable safety implications
associated with by-wire controls [39], but these are somewhat dwarfed by the other safety
and reliability challenges introduced by Level 4 driving automation.
3.2. Highly Automated Driving
As mentioned, currently there are several commercial and academic groups engaged in
developing highly automated research and development platforms, some expected to
achieve Level 4 capability. There have also been a number of larger-scale demonstration
systems and there are even some niche commercial applications already in service. All
of the systems which expand beyond a single vehicle concept make an attempt to reduce
the demands of tactical driving, and in many cases do this by simplifying the driving
environment and hence reducing the demands on the intelligent vehicle. In August 1997,
a large research and development project ended with a live proof-of-concept demonstra-
tion of a prototype automated highway system, with 20 self-driving cars operating over a
four-day trial period on dedicated lanes of Interstate 15 in San Diego, California [40],[1].
With speed and directional control both automated, the system used permanent mag-
nets embedded in the road acting as a virtual guide-rail. Of course, manually driven
vehicles were excluded from these dedicated lanes, and combined with the magnets we
immediately see that the everyday demands of tactical driving are mostly removed.
Because platoons of vehicles are to be moving together, there is the possibility of an
instability occurring; when a lead vehicle accelerates for example, the following vehicles
may need to accelerate progressively harder to catch up, leading to a slinky effect or
string instability. This can be unnerving, and could lead to collisions whenever the lead
11
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alongside a path-following algorithm, splitting the motion control into two parts. This is
a common approach but it is not without its possible drawbacks – see in Section 8. In
any case, the trajectory generator and trajectory/mode replanning roughly equates to
the tactical driving elements of Figure 2, while the low-level control block is obviously
equivalent to the control level of Figure 2. For integrated systems of the type mentioned
above there are additional layers required for the coordination and integration. And, as
with the rail-like systems mentioned above, there is a further need for one or more layers
of collision protection. Of course, the systems for both automatic driving and collision
protection have an absolute need to directly sense and interpret the environment, and
the collision protection system requires a threat evaluation function. We now consider
environmental sensors and their use.
Trajectory-Mode
Generator
Trajectory
Update
Inner-Loop Control
u Vehicle
and Enviroment
State Estimator
Parameter Estimator
Low-Level Control System
Mode of operation
precomputed off-line
Trajectory-Mode
Replanning
y
Figure 9. Simplified architecture for fully autonomous vehicle guidance system. (from Falcone [45]).
4. Environment Sensing and Motion Tracking
At the most basic level an intelligent vehicle with automated driving capabilities needs
to know where it is in the world, using some local coordinate system. It also needs to
know the geometry of stationary features such as road boundaries and intersections, i.e.
a local map. The map may be ad-hoc – created in real-time from sensors – as for example
when an LKA system uses a suitably calibrated forward pointing camera to determine
the locations of lane boundaries relative to the vehicle. Or a stored map may be used. In
this case the precision of both the map and the vehicle location relative to the map are
critical for motion planning and control. Currently there is a lack of publicly available
maps of sufficient quality for direct use by automated driving systems, perhaps since
the requirement for intelligent vehicle control is relatively new. This fact may have an
important influence on the development of automated driving systems.
4.1. Mapping and Localisation
4.1.1. Ad-hoc Mapping
As a simple example, consider the position and mapping requirements of ACC. In the
‘world of ACC’, the ego vehicle drives in a single lane with limited curvature; the relevant
14
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elements of its environment are the lane markings and the vehicle in front (which may
or may not be within range of the forward radar). Ego vehicle speed is estimated from
the driveline, range and range-rate are deduced from a forward pointing radar, and road
geometry is used to determine if a particular radar reflection comes from a vehicle in the
same lane [46]; machine vision may also be used as part of this confirmation process. In
this way a local map is created in an ad-hoc manner, and in particular it is not stored
for later use. Although ACC (and LKA likewise) provide only a low level of driving
automation, they share a number of the mapping and positioning requirements of other
more highly automated systems. In particular, the control algorithms are based on a
limited concept of the surroundings, in this case the world to the left or right of the
current driving lane is conceptually outside the domain of ACC control and vehicles
that ‘cut in’ from the left or right are recognized as new objects that appear into the
ACC world. Of course the capability to pre-empt and accommodate cut-ins exists as a
functional extension for ACC (hence expanding the relevant environment of the system).
Another example of ad-hoc local mapping comes from the MIT team that competed in
the DARPA Urban Challenge [47]. As shown in Figure 10, a large number of sensors were
used, in addition to the given ‘route network definition file’ (RNDF) and mission data file‘
(MDF) used in route planning. These comprise odometry, inertial, GPS, lidar, radar and
vision. Distance measurement from the vehicle (onboard odometry) can be from wheel
or transmission speed; however this accumulates errors under even mild acceleration or
braking and must be carefully calibrated for rolling radius, taking account of any changes
in inflation pressure and vehicle loading. Two different GPS systems were used (one with
an integrated inertial navigation system, INS), and three different ranging or imaging
systems were also employed for tracking lanes and other vehicles as well as detecting
drivable surfaces and obstacles. When the local map is connected to the world data from
the RNDF file the result is an enhanced map, though again it appears that the map
is not stored for subsequent missions; for the ‘real world’ of public highways it clearly
makes sense to store and possibly share these kinds of data for reuse on future trips. It
is worth noting that GPS was used as a reference to build local maps, but not directly
for guidance, due to accuracy and availability concerns – see below.
11
 
aﬂow within the perception subsystem. Data from the sensors and RNDF are accumulated into 
Figure 10. Hierarchical structure of the driving task including attention switching (from Leonard et.al. [47]).
From work by Paul Newman and his group in Oxford, it has been shown possible to
use computer vision for building a map without any prior information [48]. Although
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this may have limited direct application to enhanced mapping of highways (accuracy
levels are quoted as several metres extracted from a round trip of several kilometers) the
power of the method is indeed worth considering for specialist mapping applications. The
system uses stereo vision only and manages to ‘glue together’ successive locations of the
vehicle into a comprehensive map. The system relies on static objects in the world being
recognised in successive images, so that the change of pose (position and orientation)
of the vehicle is found from the vision system and hence integrated into a time history
of successive poses. And since the objects used for connecting the poses are an inherent
part of the process, they can be fixed in the world. The system reduced drift by having
the vehicle return to the start location and use loop closure as a constraint. It might
be that this type of approach would be more accurate if it used a limited number of
surveyed waypoints that could be recognized easily by the vision system. This would
then represent a special type of map enhancement with the waypoints existing on a
pre-defined low-resolution (but high accuracy) map.
Satellite positioning (GPS, or more generically and correctly Global Navigation Satel-
lite Systems, GNSS) is ubiquitous but not always adequate for ad-hoc mapping nor for
vehicle guidance. As mentioned, the MIT team from the DARPA Urban Challenge [47]
did not rely on GPS for guidance, due to its relatively low accuracy and poor reliability
of service, especially in an urban environment, where signals are blocked or suffer path
reflections. While GPS is normally adequate for navigation systems, common experi-
ence shows that errors can easily exceed 100 m. There are ways in which this baseline
accuracy of GPS can be improved; for example Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems;
Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) or the Wide Area Augmentation
System (WAAS) may be used to improve both the accuracy and integrity monitoring
of GPS. However, even with such enhancement, absolute positioning accuracy is . 3 m
Assuming a sufficient number of satellites are visible, and in the absence of excessive
multi-path errors (reflections from buildings etc.) RTK (real-time kinematic) differential
corrections can be made to reduce errors to a few centimetres. But these systems are
expensive and, while routinely used in professional mapping and surveying, they are not
viable for commercial use on intelligent vehicles.
4.1.2. Enhanced Digital Maps
Humans don’t need to learn the local geography in order to drive, and people can suc-
cessfully drive in unfamiliar environments; but for real-world driving automation there
are overwhelming advantages in using detailed stored digital maps to supplement what
is available from published sources. Eventually such enhanced digital maps may be pub-
lished, though a great deal of effort is required to establish this across the majority of
the road network. Clearly it is wasteful and inefficient to build a new map every time the
vehicle passes through a road segment, unless perhaps the level of detail is very low. In-
deed, for the DARPA Grand Challenge, a critical success factor was the extent to which
teams created enhanced maps prior to the actual drive [7], [49].
The requirement for map accuracy derives from the application, and in the case of
automated driving functions the ‘standard’ requirement is lane-level accuracy. This is
needed to support any plausible tactical capability, to determine which lane the ego
vehicle is in (absolute error . 1 m) and hence plan for lane changes or take account of
lane-specific traffic rules (e.g. right-turn only). This level of accuracy is also sufficient
for other aspects of tactical driving, e.g. to plan deceleration on the approach to an
intersection. Of course 1m accuracy is not sufficient for the control level of driving; for
example machine vision is still required to support lane-keeping systems, giving positional
16
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accuracy in the lane within a few centimeters.
Current publicly available road maps do not have this required accuracy; standard
digital highway maps have an accuracy of only around 5 to 20 metres [50]. Furthermore
they do not record the level of detail required – even to specify the number of lanes
and whether the road has a central median is beyond the scope of existing digital maps.
Hence some form of enhancement is needed via additional data gathering.
It is possible to automatically enhance existing low-resolution maps using data from
dedicated test vehicles. An example is described in [51] using a survey vehicle and making
use of publicly available maps from OpenStreetMap (OSM) [52]. At the core of this
work is a commercial ‘survey-quality’ GPS system (Applanix POS-LV 220 inertial GPS
navigation system) used to define the pose of the survey vehicle. The system incorporates
two GPS receivers, inertial guidance and a rotary encoder for one of the non-driven
road wheels. With additional sensors to capture road markings (camera and LIDAR) is
was shown possible to produce map data with an error range ±0.22 m and with mean
absolute errors in the order of a few centimeters. This compares with a more standard
survey system in [53] using the same type of GPS navigation; here – without any prior
mapping – the stereo-vision system is capable of discerning features to within around 0.3
m (RMS) horizontally and 0.5 m vertically. Thus lane-level accuracy is available using
only survey-grade GPS and optical/LIDAR imaging to create the required maps, without
needing any fixed base station, and this remains true even when GPS coverage is limited
[53].
A basic but important requirement for future use of stored enhanced maps is that they
are maintained (reflecting updates to roads and lane layouts) and made available in a
seamless way. Even outside of transportation applications, new mapping, data manage-
ment and search techniques – in the form of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) –
has started to revolutionise the way maps are assembled [54].
Thus current maps are woefully inadequate for driving automation. Existing GIS data
sets represent roads as a coarse series of nodes and shape points, which are connected by
segments, and with no other salient features. In the future it should be expected that a
great deal more data can be recorded and verified in available GIS data sets, including
lane number, land widths, median type and dimension, type and size of shoulder, quality
of lane marking, presence and type of crash barrier, presence of rumble strip etc., all of
which are relevant to driving automation.
4.1.3. Localisation
The position and orientation (pose) of an intelligent vehicle is needed in real-time (i.e.
with limited and preferably constant time delay in processing). While the ‘obvious’ way
to determine the position of an intelligent vehicle is via satellite navigation systems, we
saw above that accuracy and availability are insufficient. If an accurate map exists, GPS
corrections may be applied based on the assumption that the vehicle is on the road (map
matching) though best-case positioning accuracy is no better than around 5 m. Further
improvement can obtained from onboard odometry (distance measurements based on
speed over ground or rotation of the road wheels) but lateral positioning relative to the
road centre is not greatly improved. Another opportunity for real-time enhancement of
positioning accuracy is to register fixed beacons or markers in the environment. These
might be permanent magnets, visual markers readable by cameras, or they could be
RFID (radio frequency identification) transponders. In [55] it is shown to be potentially
feasible to achieve lane-level positioning using passive RFID tags in the road combined
with electronic readers attached to the enabled vehicles. Position errors less than 1 m
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are predicted, though the study is limited to simulation.
It was mentioned previously [48] that stereo vision may be used to identify relative
positions of fixed objects from frame to frame in an onboard visions system, hence iden-
tifying change of pose; but when there is considerable initial uncertainty in the reference
object’s location there is no guarantee that vehicle pose can be reliably estimated. It
may be that a combination of lane markers, machine readable reference points, plus en-
hanced maps could provide the necessary reference for a vision system, but it seems clear
that further research is needed on whether machine vision is sufficiently robust for the
necessary localisation problem.
Another approach is to use DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range Communication, a secure
form of wifi for highway applications) to enhance positioning. In [56] the DSRC service is
used to broadcast a differential correction. In their experiments the additional service did
indeed provide adequate enhancement but the reliance on GPS service remains trouble-
some. In [57] a rather novel approach is considered without GPS (other than to provide
ground truth for evaluation). The system uses two fixed roadside DSRC base-stations
within range of a DSRC-equipped vehicle (Figure 11). The base-stations broadcast their
respective positions and the lane geometry as digital data. The wireless carrier frequencies
differ based on doppler shift and vehicle location relative to the beacons. Using vehicle
odometry to determine speed, the location of the vehicle can be determined. Success
seems to depend on the distance between the base stations and their location relative
to the vehicle, but the authors report accuracy that increases with vehicle speed and
typically with RMS errors less than 0.5 m above very low speeds.
Figure 11. Lane-level localisation using DSRC beacons (from Alam et. al [57]).
Much greater precision is possible using regularly spaced permanent magnets fixed
in the centreline of the road [58]. In the work of the California PATH Program at the
University of California vehicles sensed lateral position relative to these closely spaced
magnetic markers, for which lateral offset directly fed into the steering control algorithm.
Experiments showed that lateral tracking errors remained less than 10 cm under most
conditions, and generally less than 15 cm. Compared to other current approaches sum-
marised above there are both advantages (high precision and availability of signal) and
disadvantages (inflexible, does not support continuous localisation away from the chosen
lane). Perhaps the clearest point of difference is that these markers were used directly for
lateral control, rather than for lane-level positioning to support tactical aspects of driving
automation. Current approaches rely much more heavily on GPS (when available) and
vision systems to enhance the maps and also provide control level feedback (as in lane
tracking).
It is worth mentioning that, just as GPS availability is a serious concern, so is the
availability of other positioning systems. For a ‘fleet’ of embedded magnets, these would
18
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need to be maintained in a routine way if used on the highway; similarly, existing lane
markings need to be repaired or replaced to support tracking by machine vision cameras.
This is not always the case – for example, on certain road types and in adverse weather
conditions, availability may be as low as 20 % [32] though for highways it is closer to 90
%, see Figure 13. Clearly, wet roads at night are a particular problem for machine vision
systems.
day night 
clear wet clear wet 
Type A rural 90 90 90 20 
urban 90 90 90 20 
Type B rural 85 85 90 na 
urban 70 70 65 na 
Type C rural 50 50 50 20 
urban 40 40 40 20 
Figure 12. Percentage availability of lane departure warning camera system used in South-East Michigan; Type
A: Multi-lane divided, Type B: Multi-lane undivided, Type C: Two-lane undivided] (from Gordon et. al [32]).
Overall the tasks of mapping, map enhancement and localization of the ego vehicle
relative to a local coordinate system remains a challenging area. Accurate information
of this type is critical to all forms of automated driving control, though of course it is
not sufficient. As noted, humans are capable of driving in the absence of such maps, par-
ticularly helped by familiarity with common patterns of road design. Of course accurate
mapping and localisation is only sufficient for automated control if there are no other
objects sharing the road surface along the planned path.
4.2. Object Detection and Threat Assessment
Sensor types for object detection and collision avoidance overlap with those used for
guidance in driving automation. Additional types include short-range proximity radar
and ultrasonic sensors, also for short range proximity detection. Unlike vision, LIDAR and
scanning ACC radar, these proximity sensors have no way to recognize or classify objects,
other than by context (e.g. because driver has switched on a parking aid, reflections
indicate barriers or other vehicles etc.).
Autonomous systems for collision protection are being developed irrespective of any
wider agenda to develop highly automated vehicles. An example is the Volvo City Safety
[59]; the system monitors threat vehicles ahead via a laser sensor and brakes without
driver intervention when an imminent crash situation is detected. This particular system
operates specifically at short range and low speeds, and is from the general class of
Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB) systems – Section 2.1.
There are clear overlapping demands between vehicle guidance and obstacle detection
in the longitudinal direction. For normal driving, ACC radar or LIDAR detect vehicles
in front, with the same or similar requirement as for AEB [22]. In both cases there is a
need for a threat assessment (and intervention) algorithm, based on speeds and range,
but the details will be different, particularly for the threshold levels to trigger a response.
Thresholds for AEB activation are based on metrics similar to Time To Collision (TTC)
or Last Time To Brake (LTTB) [60]. TTC uses range R and range-rate R˙, and is defined
19
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Figure 13. Automatic braking to avoid low-speed frontal crashes (Volvo City Safety system – from Distner et. al
[59]).
as the time to collision assuming constant speed of both vehicles, i.e. TTC = R/R˙. LTTB
uses more detailed information, including estimated surface friction, but in either case
there will be uncertainty over any deceleration of the lead vehicle and AEB may not be
expected to always prevent collision; but in all cases the relative speed at impact will be
reduced by the intervention.
More capable collision protection systems require more sophisticated sensing and sensor
interpretation, including multi-sensor fusion algorithms. For example the Volvo “Collision
Warning with Full Auto Brake and Pedestrian Detection” (CWAB-PD) uses radar for
increased range and monovision cameras for validating the type of object [61], [60] and
hence can deal with a wider range of forward collision situations.
Threat assessment from the lateral direction is more specific to collision protection. A
number of ‘blind spot warning’ systems have been on the market for some time;when
there is another vehicle nearby in the adjacent lane a warning light illuminates to alert
the driver that a lane change would not be safe. Alternatively a haptic signal may be
used via the steering wheel [62]. These systems are activate by radar or cameras, which
may also be used to trigger active steering resistance or path correction in case of an
unsafe lane departure.
There are various other collision prevention systems for specific crash types, for example
warning and intervention to avoid hitting a pedestrian when reversing a vehicle. In [63] a
number of these systems, all using ultrasonic sensors, were evaluated. In some cases their
effectiveness questioned, mainly due to short range limitations, and especially those using
sensors developed as parking aid systems; these detection systems sacrificed detection
distance and height in order to suppress false or nuisance alarms. Again, while guidance
and protection involve similar functionalities, their precise requirements are different and
the systems should normally be developed independently.
Collision protection is often based on assumptions of deterministic intent of the threat
object (e.g. constant speed or deceleration of a lead vehicle). However this is not neces-
sarily reasonable or useful in the area of preventing car-to-vulnerable road user (VRU)
accidents. In [64] there is an attempt to characterise, in a non-deterministic model, the
likelihood of a pedestrian entering the road from based on various factors: car speed
and its distance to the point of potential collision, pedestrian distance to the road, plus
pedestrian speed and head orientation. Such a predictive algorithm could be worthwhile
in reducing crash risk by alerting the driver or any AEB system. On the other hand it is
not likely that a Level 4 automated vehicle would entirely rely on such a system, and yet
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a deterministic model would clearly be inadequate. This and similar crash modes may in
the future define the environmental limits on the safe use of highly automated vehicles.
5. Safety and the Role of the Driver
Safety is perhaps the biggest single concern when considering the automation of driving.
Each level of Figure 5 brings its own safety concerns, and in particular the question of
‘what happens if something goes wrong’. It is hard to believe that a mother would send
her child to school in a Level 5 self-driving car without severe trepidation, unless there
were a trusted human being as part of a ‘backup plan’. And the driver of a Level 4
platoon vehicle would surely be sensitive to whether the lead vehicle has a human driver
(as in SARTRE) or not. It appears that the topic of risk and safety of highly automated
vehicles is wide-open, given that predictive safety evaluation of road vehicles is at a very
early stage, and there is little real-world experience to draw on.
At Level 0 there is of course a lot of experience, and it is easy to underestimate the
safety performance of manually driven vehicles. According to US traffic statistics in 2012
[65], out of roughly three trillion vehicle miles travelled, there were a total of 5.6 mil-
lion police-reported traffic accidents, 30,800 of them involving a fatality. This equates
to roughly one crash per 500,000 miles and one fatal crash per 100 million miles. This
compares to the currently quoted million-plus miles of accident-free (supervised) travel
for Googles self-driving cars, where the development team selects roads and timing, in-
tervenes when necessary, and presumably does so with high attention levels. For humans,
tactical driving requires experience and attention. It is also the level that is most de-
manding for highly automated cars. It seems infeasible to replicate all aspects of human
driving at the tactical level, at least not without artificially intelligent computers that
are beyond anything currently proven. We might formulate a Turing driving test on this
topic: if a self-driving car behaves in all traffic conditions such that other road users
cannot tell any difference from a human driver, then we might assume that we have a
safe and acceptable system. Of course the traffic conditions should include complex and
dynamic scenarios.
Example complex scenarios are considered in [66] – see Figure 14. That work relates
to highly-capable driver assistance systems: the driver support function (so-called ‘co-
driver’ in this case) needs to anticipate the intended manoeuvre and cannot do so unless
the driver’s goal is known (in this case either a–b, a–c, or d). Each goal/manoeuvre has
risks associated with it, and the co-driver must correctly anticipate in order to monitor
traffic and reduce risk. This is an immensely difficult problem for which the support
system could potentially increase risk due to unpredictable human-machine interactions.
This example illustrates that risk and safety prediction is highly challenging and not
just for highly automated vehicles. The HAVEit project [67] also considers the concept
of driver support from a co-driver, including aspects of adaptation to risk and flexible
levels of automation (see also Figure 3). But again the work does not provide predictive
measures of crash risk.
For active safety systems there have been a number of studies assessing the effects on
crash risk. When modalities are relatively simple it is possible to assess crash benefits by
fusing a wide range of data sources, combining these via Monte-Carlo simulation - e.g.
for Lane Departure Warning systems [32]. Real-world statistical analysis can be used for
systems that operate very close to potential crashes. For AEB systems, it was reported
in [68] that there is a significant reduction in crash numbers for the relevant ‘striking
rear end’ crash type; in 50 km/h speed areas the reduction was 54 - 57%, while over all
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Figure 14. Complex highway scenario with multiple feasible outcomes (from Da et. al [66]).
speed limits the reduction was 35 - 41%. The work was based on Swedish police-reported
injury crashes between 2010 and 2014. A similar trend was reported in [69] for the Volvo
City Safety system: the number of claims for property damage liability were 16 % less
for (equipped) S60s than for other (non-equipped) mid-size luxury cars.
Given that we cannot yet put human-like driving intelligence into automated driving
systems, there are two complementary ways forward towards achieving high levels of
automation. First, we can make best use of the available safety net of collision prevention
systems, such as AEB. Over time, using crash data and improved scientific analysis,
we can further evaluate and verify the safety benefits of such systems. These ‘safety
nets’, developed to protect from errors by human drivers, can also provide protection
during various levels of automated driving; thus driving safety benefits can be extended
and validated in real-world studies. Secondly, we can simplify and regulate the driving
environment to the point where crash risk can be evaluated in an objective way ahead
of deployment.
6. Optimal Driving Control
Human driving may be far from optimal [70] – for example control time-delays are
long compared with automated systems, and drivers’ attention may be intermittently
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switched away from the driving task. Steering control typically has low bandwidth and
maintaining lateral lane position is not necessarily a challenging control task, whether
for a human or a machine. Under normal conditions, human driving is effective, and
one might question whether automated driving systems should aim for optimality in any
particular sense, even though a number of studies into synthetic driving systems (driver
models) use optimal control methods at their core [34]. One might go further and seek to
design automated speed and steering control systems that perform in naturalistic ways
– sufficiently akin to human driving so as to be acceptable to vehicle occupants and to
other road users. This is contrary to the idea of imposing a rigorous control regime –
positioning the vehicle as precisely in the lane centre as possible and maintaining precise
headway – where such behavior may appear alien and distracting to other road users.
This concern suggests that research may be worthwhile into understanding how au-
tomated driving control should be capable of mimicking human behavior, at least in
certain driving scenarios. But research is also needed to explore the benefits of precision
and optimality when automating different aspects of the driving process – to improve
safety during normal driving, to provide effective protection in safety-critical situations,
and more generally to improve “softer” aspects of vehicle system dynamics, such as com-
fort and fuel economy, as well as reduced carbon emissions. Travel-time efficiency is also
worth considering in this context.
The very concept of highly automated (self-driving) vehicles implies time saving bene-
fits to drivers – being able to focus on other activities while automated systems perform
all tactical driving and control functions on the vehicle. This is true, whether or not the
stated aim is for safety improvement, fuel saving etc. Further, during normal driving
scenarios, these systems have the potential to fuse real-time environmental information
(e.g. traffic and topography) with data about the vehicle status (e.g. state of charge of
the battery) to implement efficient control strategies that are beyond the interest and
capability of human drivers.
One example of automated driving optimisation that requires such data fusion is the
“pulse and glide” strategy for longitudinal control, aimed at minimising fuel consump-
tion [71]. This expands on the simple idea that running an internal combustion engine
close to its most efficient operating point will improve fuel economy. In the absence of a
continuously variable transmission, a way to achieve this is to run the engine intermit-
tently at a higher power in order to reach the efficient operating point. Even allowing
for transient reductions in fuel economy, the pulse and glide strategy may be capable
of producing around 20% improvement in fuel economy. But this is only possible if the
intermittent acceleration and deceleration does not disturb traffic flow or cause other
drivers to react. While the control concept may well suffer from obvious problems, par-
ticularly the discomfort of passengers [71], the fact that local vehicle optimal control can
benefit from being sensitive to the interaction with the vehicle environment is interesting
and probably quite general. The example can be described as having a ‘weak’ connection
to the vehicle environment. Similar weak connections exist around traffic signal control
and cooperative ACC (CACC - see below) which aim to smooth traffic flow, increase
highway capacity and reduce transportation energy consumption with particular empha-
sis on vehicle communications technologies, either between vehicles – V2V, or between
vehicles and infrastructure – V2I [72].
In other concepts, the traffic and physical infrastructure may require a much stronger
connection.
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6.1. The Automated Highway
Optimization of strategic driving in response to prevailing traffic conditions (real-time
route planning) is a well-known problem in traffic network analysis [73] and since this
problem is very much aimed at the upper level in Figure 2, there is little relevance to the
optimal automation of driving processes, except for any resulting interactions between
network level “control” and individual vehicle control. Referring again to Figure 2, un-
til now we have considered the functions to be localized within the host vehicle, even
though contributions from both human driver automated driving systems may be in-
volved. From the alternative perspective of “Automated Highway Systems” (AHS) or
“Intelligent Transportation Systems” (ITS), there may be scope for the highway system
to take over both tactical and strategic functions. Of course we always expect the low
level control of vehicle systems to be handled locally.
Within infrastructure-centric control, common applications relate to traffic flow im-
provement via static infrastructure components, especially traffic signals [74], [75], [76].
Recent interest in highly automated vehicles has led naturally to traffic flow optimization
studies that assume direct control of automated vehicles, and this requires a switch to-
wards granting responsibility for tactical driving to a centralised transportation control
system.
A conceptual example of such centralized control is the Integrated Roadway/Adaptive
Cruise Control System (IRAC) [77] which assumes infrastructure-based controls for speed
distributions along highway lanes as well as ramp-metering, i.e. traffic signal control of
vehicles entering the highway. This study was based on traffic simulation, assuming the
use of DSRC communication, and predicts improvements to traffic flow. More extreme
example of centralized traffic control are presented in [78] where the authors propose
a coordinated traffic control scenarios, where lane-changes are executed in the path of
cooperating oncoming vehicles. Such scenarios are somewhat futuristic in terms of the
level and scope of control that is required and raise questions over the effect of any single-
point of failure – when one vehicle fails to cooperate there is near-certain collision. The
optimization problem is limited to a local group of vehicles (around 40) and is applied at
the level of discrete decision making. While the full idea is somewhat implausible (e.g. the
number of collisions predicted are not vanishingly small) they do raise the potential for
a new approach where a “smart infrastructure” provides an additional layer of tactical
support, reducing the tactical driving demands on the individual vehicles.
6.2. Platoon Control
Travel efficiency was also the primary motivation behind the use of precisely controlled
platoons as developed and demonstrated by the California PATH program described in
Section 3.2 [40], [1]. Platoons are clusters of vehicles that synchronise their motion to
form a closely-moving pack, acting as a single multi-vehicle ‘object’ on the highway. In
the PATH project the assumption was that such a platoon will move on a dedicated lane
within a tightly controlled AHS environment.
Several concepts from platoon dynamics, particularly the need to use wireless commu-
nication to suppress longitudinal disturbances (string instability), have led to research
and development in the area of Cooperative ACC (CACC) where it is assumed that lat-
eral control comes from the human driver but a self-organizing platoon emerges from local
headway control (as for ACC) with the addition of cooperative elements which are medi-
ated by wireless communication. One may think of CACC as a type of ‘optimised’ ACC
system, even though optimal control methods are not necessarily used in the controller
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design. Experiments with this type of system took place during the ‘Grand Cooperative
Driving Challenge’ (GCDC) where several vehicles were expected to cooperate in order
to perform cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC), [79]. While a number of practi-
cal and technical problems were revealed in this work, the basic feasibility of CACC is
not in doubt. In [80] the authors summarise recent studies in CACC, noting that in most
systems the control laws are based either on classical control theory or Model Predictive
Control. Their own experiments made use of four Nissan vehicles which were equipped
with LIDAR-based ACC plus a 5.9-GHz DSRC communication system; in their case
the control algorithm was designed using standard classical control methods. Figure 15
shows the effect of braking from the lead vehicle, which decelerates at 0.1 g. In the up-
per plot (standard ACC) there are clear response delays as the vehicles further behind
successively respond to the braking event from the front vehicle. There is a visible ampli-
fication in the acceleration response of vehicles following further behind, and this is the
characteristic symptom of ‘string instability’; indeed the fourth car bakes at 0.3 g. For
CACC (lower plot) the acceleration is no longer amplified – there is improved gap control
and the system appears to be string-stable (at least in and around the test conditions).
While such results have been known for a long time [58], the results clearly demonstrate
the practical advantage of using wireless communication when ad-hoc platooning occurs
among several ACC vehicles.
Figure 15. Real-world comparison of ACC (upper plot) and CACC (lower plot) responses due to braking of the
lead vehicle. For CACC wireless communication enables a coordinated and string-stable response (from Milanes
et. al [80]).
Further research will be needed however to show how similar performance can be
achieved using distributed control among heterogeneous groups of ACC vehicles. One
possible approach to address this challenge is to adopt a control architecture that makes
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of a front-bumper mounted magnetometer, the sensor-to-response dynamics have poorly
damped open-loop poles and zeros, which worsen at higher speeds – hence even a small
feedback gain generates instability in the root-locus plot [1]; in more colloquial terms, it
is not possible to drive at speed by looking at the road beneath the car. To overcome this
problem it was found sufficient to include a second rear-bumper mounted magnetometer,
and use the combination of sensor measurements (plus vehicle inertial sensors) to estimate
path curvature. This allows the lateral controller to provide “virtual preview” and hence
a more acceptable controller. In this approach, preview is only effective up to a few
car-lengths due to sensor noise and variations in path curvature [1].
In [87] another enhancement is included, this time to use tracking of a vehicle ahead
to supplement one of the magnetometers if the second one is lost. LIDAR was assumed
in this work, but a vision system could also be used.
Optimal control methods can also be used for lane-keeping and simple manoeuvres such
as lane-changing. In either case it is standard to assume a target path and then track
towards that path. The control problem is not difficult, at least as long as the relevant
vehicle positioning and map data (or equivalent) is available to compute previewed path
errors. Again, one may treat the control problem as one of “synthetic driver modeling”
and many optimal and operational methods are available [88],[70],[89].
The challenge of defining a reference path – as well as the motivation to avoid this
step – is even greater in the case of collision avoidance relative to a moving vehicle [90]
In this work the scenario is relatively simpe – a lane change – and the motion of other
vehicles are presumed to be fully known. It does however include cases where the other
vehicle is accelerating or moving in a curved path, so the approach is both general and
informative. The optimization uses a cost function in the form of a weighted sum of
squares J = 12
∫
tf
0
(
y2 + wδ˙2
)
dt which penalizes control action (steering angle velocity
δ˙) and deviation from the pre-defined reference path y. The authors use formal optimal
control (Pontryagin Minimum Principle) and a linear bicycle model. While this provides
a reference for comparison of more implementable control algorithms, the path definition
is outside of the optimization and the use of a linear vehicle model is not always plausible.
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the lane-change maneuver. 
Figure 18. Path planning for collision avoidance relative to a moving obstacle (from Mashadi [90]).
7. Naturalistic Driving Control
There is a possible need for automated driving to exhibit naturalistic properties, e.g. to be
‘comfortable’, ‘smooth’ and ‘natural’. Certainly, drivers and occupants are aware of the
behaviour of automated driving systems and sensitive to sudden changes to behaviour.
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From an early driving studies with ACC [18] it was reported that drivers are sensitive
to small and sudden deceleration events when speed is automated – the tendency is to
look forward to see the source of the event. Of course, for collision protection systems,
there is no expectation to have naturalistic and smooth dynamic behaviour.
Ride comfort in road vehicles is normally associated with vertical road inputs in the
form of road unevenness transmitted through the suspension [91]. Accelerations arising
from cornering and braking are normally under the control of a human driver, and hence
any resulting discomfort is not normally seen as part of the vehicle dynamics. But in cases
where no human driver is immediately responsible for speed and/or steering control it
may be that ride comfort will become a more important consideration in the longitudinal
and lateral degrees of freedom. Existing experience from ACC and LKA should inform
the levels of acceleration and jerk that are normally acceptable, but it will be interesting
to know whether passengers are indeed less forgiving of more fully automated driving
systems.
If the design direction for automated driving systems is to emulate certain types of
human driving, then there is much existing research to draw upon. The main character-
istics of human driving were reviewed by Macadam in [70]; there are many limitations in
human drivers! Firstly, human driver suffer from time delays: reaction times for visual-
based response are at least around 200 ms, sometimes considerably more; auditory and
tactile response times may be shorter, at around 140 ms, though increasing as the stim-
ulus reduces to near detection thresholds. Secondly there are visual and other sensitivity
limits; according to several authors (see in [70]) driving is “90% visual”; though vague,
the statement broadly implies that, although other sources of information are relevant,
the most critical information comes from human vision. For a “naturalistic driving ma-
chine” this does not of course imply using cameras and machine vision as the primary
input for control – rather it emphasizes the need that humans have for preview informa-
tion – to compensate for their inherent response delays and provide a safety margin for
collision avoidance.
Adequate preview is also needed to achieve smooth steering control [70] irrespective of
time delay. The dynamic response of human drivers can be characterised by bandwidth
or, more specifically, by the crossover frequency. It has been shown that within some
frequency range, the forward-path transfer function for steering approximates to the
form C(s)G(s) = ωce
−sT
s
. Here the input is the error in lateral lane deviation and the
output is vehicle lane position (in response to steering control from the driver). The
crossover frequency is defined by the condition that the forward-path transfer function
has unit gain; with the ‘crossover model’ form shown, the amplitude reduces at a rate
of 20dB per decade, helping to ensure the relative stability of the closed-loop system. A
typical crossover frequency for an attentive driver is around ωc ≃ 4 radians/s, a little
over 0.5 Hz [70]. One would expect that an acceptable lane keeping controller should
have a similar frequency bandwidth, even though the stability margins can be greater,
give a reduced time delay.
The literature has many examples which attempt to model human steering and speed
control behaviour [70]. A common approach is to formulate a control model (for lateral
or longitudinal control as appropriate) and perform parameter estimation to represent
actual driving behaviour [89]. Commonly used control formulations are classical control
[86], linear preview optimal control [92] , [93] and Model Predictive Control [94], [95].
Data for parameter estimation and model validation is normally recorded from driving
simulators or vehicle driving studies. More recently such research performed using data
from naturalistic driving studies [96],[97]; in [97] a longitudinal driver model is formulated
to include a range of noise signals and time delays designed to represent functional errors
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arising from the complexity of human behaviour – even though such complex behaviours
are not directly represented in the model. One interesting aspect of this work is that
the model can provide basic information about the effects of driver behaviour on crash
outcomes; in [97] this was done using Monte-Carlo simulation, with random processes
represented via a pseudo-random number generator.
A somewhat different approach is to look for detailed patterns in human driving, again
as observed in naturalistic driving studies; here the drivers use instrumented vehicles to
perform normal driving tasks, typically driving the same car for several weeks (or months
or even longer). In [98] the authors propose a candidate error function that may be
relevant to lateral control in highway driving, particularly for low-workload conditions
and when there is no special reason for the driver to adhere to the lane center. This
approach allows for driver models to be created based on real-world patterns of behaviour
extracted from driving data. Validation is then needed, but it is a more stringent approach
and has already yielded some interesting results. In [99] the authors determine that for
steering control in lane-keeping, the driver tends to apply short correcting pulses that
can be related to visually perceived tracking errors. A candidate model is presented and
some validation and verification is made. However the authors show that there is much
future work to be done in this area. Interestingly in [100] a similar pulse extraction is
found, although the authors did not implement a computational model based on the
findings.
As new generations of vehicles enjoy more sophisticated interfaces and control-level
driver support (Section 3.1), there may be a need for further research into what becomes
naturalistic with these new technical features.
8. Automatic Control at the Limits of Friction
In Section 6 the focus was on optimised and optimal automatic control for normal driving.
Under more dynamic conditions, such as in collision avoidance, the need for optimal
control is even more obvious – obtaining the best possible outcome given the limits of
friction and available actuators. Vehicle control is challenging at the limits of handling
but automated systems have the potential to safely negotiate difficult driving situations,
where the human driver has neither the skills nor the same full range of actuators at his
or her disposal.
In a similar but further developed approach for shared steering control a mediator is
included as an internal part of the control algorithm that explicitly considers vehicle
stability and boundary constraints as it attempts to track a precomputed trajectory;
such a mediator can choose to violate short term stability constraints in order to avoid
a collision [101], [102] and [103]. In [103] experiments are conducted with X1, a rear-
wheel drive electric vehicle, shown in Figure 19. An integrated GPS-INS system provides
vehicle states in real-time, and a ruggedized i7 computer outputs controller commands
at 100Hz to the vehicles drive-by-wire system.
There is something of a conundrum regarding path planning (followed by path track-
ing). If a planned path is updated at each major computational time step, it cannot have
any fundamental significance other than to simplify the control optimization problem –
to encode and represent the local constraints or objectives, for example to avoid collisions
based on current vehicle states. On the other hand, if the planned path is not updated
at each major time step then it surely has some fundamental significance – even given
a set of possible initial vehicle states (including position) it is always the preferred path
of motion for this initial set, even if when it is not even feasible! Except where there is
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Figure 19. Steer-by-wire test vehicle X1 from Dynamic Design Lab, Stanford. (from Funke [103]).
a physical or other penalty for deviating from that path then surely this is incorrect –
a more fundamental optimal control solution would not generate such a path at all. Of
course it is common to make simplifying assumptions when solving complex problems,
but especially when friction limits are approached, the wasteful nature of tracking a
somewhat arbitrary reference path should be clear. And in either of the above cases the
fundamental need for a pre-planned path is not at all clear.
In [104] a completely different approach was taken – a control strategy was developed
around the pre-definition of a vector field: a spatially distributed set of target velocities
defined in the plane of the road, this being used as a reference for desired CG motion.
In Figure 20 such a field is shown in the form of its integral curves (the field is tangent
to the flow lines shown). In this case there is no reference path, but there is a stable
trajectory that a (particle) would follow, if for example the road looped around in a closed
circuit. And another path (in this case the center-line) was used in the construction of
the vector field (a previewed point on the centreline was used to define the direction of
the field). The method was applied to a double lane-change manoeuvre [105] in which
the vector field was pre-optimised for the road geometry (but not any vehicle states),
and results compared well with a full application of general nonlinear optimal control
methods (Pontryagin Minimum Principle).
Further recent work has shown that a path reference is unnecessary for friction-limited
optimal control problems, e.g. for wundersteer compensation using independent four-
wheel braking [106] and for path control during a potential multiple event accident using
automated braking and steering [107]. In the first case a mass centre acceleration vector
reference is used; in the second case the two-point boundary value problem was simplified
using Quasi-Linear Optimal Control (QLOC), and it was found that optimal path control
is feasible even while a high degree of yaw instability persists after an initial collision.
Another example, where particle-based optimisation was used in preference to a target
path, is in a collision avoidance scenario [108].
This is not to say that path planning is never necessary – for example in [109] a discrete
optimization process is invoked to decide the optimum (discretised) path – but this type
of problem is more relevant to robots moving in unstructured environments than to
vehicles moving on highways. Some discrete decision making is necessary (and is not
discussed here), and for low-speed maneuvering it is perhaps always sensible to consider
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Figure 20. Integral curves based on constant preview distance. From [104].
path planning as an important part of the optimal motion problem. But for friction-
limited handling dynamics it appears there are often superior approaches available.
9. Conclusion and Future Developments
The motivation for this review paper was to understand new challenges for vehicle system
dynamics in the era when there are unparalleled increases in the variety and level of
automation in road vehicles, particularly the automation of driving itself. We have seen
two perspectives in the march towards increasing automation: the ‘ABS perspective’
with automation gradually evolving on the vehicle; and the ‘DARPA perspective’ which
employs large arrays of sensors, combined with artificial intelligence, to replace the human
driver and replicate the widest possible range of human driving activities. The reality
for highway vehicles is likely to be a combination of the two, building new ‘intelligent
vehicle’ capabilities on a foundation of well-established vehicle dynamic control practice.
One clear idea emerging from the foregoing is the need to simplify the driving environ-
ment and hence reduce the tactical driving requirements for highly automated driving
modes, e.g. Level 4 where the driver is not required to recover control in the event of
some fault or disruption.
Another idea that emerges is that full automation (Level 5) implies a system that
performs more like a personalized rapid transit system – i.e. more like a flexible rail
transport system but without the physical rails. This seems to imply the introduction of
a centralised command and control centre to operate and monitor the system.
Level 3 driving automation (the driver is required to recover control) requires a time
window for the human to recover situation awareness and control capability, and again a
structured and predictable environment is needed to guarantee reasonable time windows
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– at least 2-3 seconds, preferably longer. In fact the separation between Levels 3 and 4
hinges on whether the event “unresponsive driver” is handled deterministically by the
system (level 4 has a fully operational fail-safe mode) or stochastically (Level 3 would
employ a risk reduction technique such as gradual stopping with hazard lights showing).
All levels of driving automation benefit from collision protection, and lessons learned
from supporting human drivers (Level 0 + active safety) will naturally support the
evolution of driving automation. And with Level 4 automation being seriously contem-
plated (no human needed for fail-safe operation) the need to handle on-board system
failures (e.g. steering motor faulty) must be fully handled without using driver mechan-
ical controls, at least during the available automated driving modes. Hence electrical
and electronic system redundancy should be sufficient to handle such conditions, and in
that case why insist on retaining mechanical connections to the driver at all? The same
system-level redundancy for control can operate when there is a fault during manual
driving; the need to retain a mechanical link between the driver and the road wheels (or
brake cylinders) is no longer clear. Hence it might be that the push towards high levels of
automation both enables and is enabled by a move toward a fully drive-by-wire vehicle
design.
Another, somewhat surprising, conclusion from this review is that mapping and local-
ization, conceptually very simple problems, remain a challenge for driving automation.
In the absence of a ‘magic fix’ in the near future, the emphasis is likely to be on de-
veloping high levels of automation in limited geographical areas, where enhanced maps
can be created and maintained in an adequate manner. Enhanced infrastructure (“smart
roads”) would then develop hand-in-hand with this, likely including highway and traffic
monitoring to reduce risk and exclude unexpected hazards.
In summary, the grand challenges for artificial intelligence – entirely replacing the
human driver – is likely too great to be solved in the next few decades, except where
the immediate driving environment can be simplified. This may be a fully revamped
infrastructure (in local regions) or it could be achieved by novel means (like the SARTRE
road train concept). And the overriding challenge will be to ensure human safety for
the new systems, knowing that most existing highway safety evaluation is based on
retrospective studies.
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Automated Driving and Autonomous Functions on Road Vehicles
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In recent years, road vehicle automation has become an important and popular topic for
research and development in both academic and industrial spheres. New developments have
received extensive coverage in the popular press, and it may be said that the topic has cap-
tured the public imagination. Indeed, the topic has generated interest across a wide range
of academic, industry and governmental communities, well beyond vehicle engineering; these
include computer science, transportation, urban planning, legal, social science and psychol-
ogy. While this follows a similar surge of interest – and subsequent hiatus – of Automated
Highway Systems in the 1990’s, the current level of interest is substantially greater, and cur-
rent expectations are high. It is common to frame the new technologies under the banner
of “self-driving cars” – robotic systems potentially taking over the entire role of the human
driver, a capability that does not fully exist at present. However, this single vision leads one
to ignore the existing range of automated systems that are both feasible and useful. Recent
developments are underpinned by substantial and long-term trends in “computerisation” of
the automobile, with developments in sensors, actuators and control technologies to spur the
new developments in both industry and academia. In this paper we review the evolution of
the intelligent vehicle and the supporting technologies with a focus on the progress and key
challenges for vehicle system dynamics. A number of relevant themes around driving automa-
tion are explored in this article, with special focus on those most relevant to the underlying
vehicle system dynamics. One conclusion is that increased precision is needed in sensing
and controlling vehicle motions, a trend that can mimic that of the aerospace industry, and
similarly benefit from increased use of redundant by-wire actuators.
Keywords: self-driving cars, vehicle automation, intelligent control, active safety, collision
avoidance, vehicle sensors, driver-vehicle interaction.
1. Introduction
In the past, cars and trucks could be considered as complex mechanical systems, but
since the 1980’s they have become increasingly sophisticated mechatronic systems, fit-
ted with many actuators, sensors and electronic control units. From early beginnings
with fuel control, the level and authority of electronic control systems on vehicles has
become increasingly sophisticated, including automated braking systems which operate
independently of the driver to avoid collisions, automated steering for parking (capa-
ble of manoeuvring into smaller parking spaces than the average human driver), and
automated driving (speed and steering) systems for use at low speed in traffic jams.
∗Corresponding author. Email: tgordon@lincoln.ac.uk
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Several companies including Google, Volvo, Tesla and Daimler have been demon-
strating fully self-driving vehicles that use computers rather than humans to do the
driving. For safety reasons, these driverless or autonomous vehicles have test engineers
closely supervising their progress. There are, however, intentions to make self-driving
cars available to the general public. The US states of Nevada and California have intro-
duced legislation to allow testing of self-driving cars on their highways, and the UK and
German government recently announced similar initiatives.
Motivation for these developments are centred around a broad “technological fix”
agenda – expanding human mobility, increasing travel efficiency in terms of time and
fuel, freeing up the connected traveller from the demands of routine driving, and po-
tentially improving safety. It is common to read statements like “over 90 % of highway
accidents occur due to driver-related human errors” [1], but we should not fall into the
trap of concluding that automation implies a safety benefit – in the future we could be
saying “over 90 % of highway accidents are due to computer error”.
Changing the way we drive road vehicles in a fundamental way offers many opportuni-
ties, and in this paper we explore the intersection of recent developments in this field with
the fundamental engineering perspectives of vehicle system dynamics. In some scenarios
the whole framework of road vehicle dynamics may change, so in the following we will
evaluate these developments in the context of a long line of technological advances, much
of which has arisen from or been influenced by the research outputs of the International
Association of Vehicle System Dynamics.
Ceding complete control of cars to computers is just one end of a spectrum of automa-
tion concepts for road vehicles; there exists a growing portfolio of more limited but useful
capabilities, particularly in areas of driver assistance and active safety.
An early example of the technologies needed for self-driving vehicles is the antilock
braking system (ABS) [2]. Developed in the 1980s, ABS technology monitors wheel
speeds and controls brake pressures to prevent wheels from locking up under hard brak-
ing. ABS may not be considered particularly smart these days, but its sensors and actu-
ators provided a gateway towards more sophisticated systems. For example, in electronic
stability control (ESC) [3], [4], an electronic control unit intervenes by using the brakes
to correct for loss of stability, a significant risk on wet or icy roads. Compared with ABS,
ESC interacts with the driver more conspicuously, correcting the way the car moves via
feedback control: ESC compares actual with expected vehicle motions, and prevents the
car from spinning dangerously or slipping sideways by the application of correcting yaw
moments. Taken together, ESC and electronic engine control make it relatively simple
and affordable to use engine and brakes to control a vehicle’s speed, which is a suitable
starting point for at least partially automating the driving process.
The above “ABS perspective” represents a particular ‘entry route’ to vehicle au-
tomation, focused around the traditional automotive companies and suppliers, building
generation-by-generation on new actuators, sensors and interfaces. An alternative route
has emerged from two competitive challenges, organized by the Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency (DARPA) in the United States during 2004-2007 [5], [6], [7].
The DARPA Grand Challenge involved autonomous driving across desert tracks (car vs.
terrain) while the subsequent DARPA Urban Challenge introduced traffic conflicts via a
simulated city scenario. While sensing and mapping capabilities in these challenges were
far from what is economically feasible with current production cars, they do illuminate
what is possible with current technologies when production costs are ignored. And, unlike
the ABS/ESC developments, the focus was on computation and information processing,
more than on the underlying vehicle dynamics and control systems.
Hence, from this ‘DARPA perspective’, the interesting challenges are mostly related to
2
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Figure 1. The top three finishers in the 2005 DARPA Grand Challenge; vehicles from Stanford University (left),
and Carnegie Mellon University (centre and right). Reproduced from [7].
sophisticated optical systems and image processing, high powered computation, precision
location and mapping, data fusion and (artificial) intelligence. These capabilities, so
clearly an existing part of what the human driver achieves, occupy the “tactical space”
of driving. This is part of a well-established conceptual model of human driving that is
worthy of closer inspection given the new trends in vehicle automation. The well-accepted
conceptual model of Michon [8] states that there are three levels of human activity
in traditional manual driving: strategic (planning), tactical (manoeuvring and short-
term decision making) and control (actuation of steering etc. typically using localised
feedback).
In Figure 2, we formulate that the Strategic, Tactical and Control driving processes may
involve automated systems, in full or in part. Note that there are different timescales of
operation between these levels, ranging from minutes/hours/days at the strategic level, to
a few seconds for manoeuvring, and then down to a few tens of milliseconds at the control
level [8]. These timings are inherited from the needs of vehicle motion control itself, so
there is little reason to expect them to change significantly as a result of automation.
At the upper level, strategic decisions affect the general planning stage of a trip, in-
cluding goals, route, and possibly choice of transportation mode, based on preferences,
costs and perceived risks. General considerations about transport and mobility may in-
fluence these decisions, as indeed may information gathered before or during a trip. In
the modern “connected” world, with near-universal access to real-time information, it
is common for general plans to evolve over time. In Figure 2 the Environmental Inputs
are assumed to be directly perceived (e.g. weather conditions, visually) while External
processes are considered to be the result of separate agencies, e.g. public information
services. Note: we use the term driver throughout, meaning the person in the vehicle
most likely to carry out actions in response to some event. For discussion, we exclude
the case of a vehicle without any human occupant.
The Tactical Level is where the driver and/or automated systems plan manoeuvres
within traffic, decide to change lanes, slow for a curve, prepare to take a motorway
exit lane etc. In Figure 2 these actions – plus supporting information processing – are
represented by Tactical Level block. Again, directly relevant information comes from the
left (road geometry, traffic movements etc.) while agency-sourced information comes from
the right. According to [8] the actions are in the form of “controlled action patterns” from
3
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Figure 2. Hierarchical structure of the driving task including attention switching (after Michon [8]).
the driver, implying that conscious decisions or plans are made based on the evolving
road and traffic situation, or that previous experience is used to decide the timing and
amplitude of lower level control actions. For (partially or fully) automated systems, this
layer may for example determine feasible or desirable vehicle trajectories that can then
be passed to the control level.
Here we assume that the tactical level block is purely concerned with the core driving
process; so, to represent the common behaviour of attention switching to non-driving
activities (a typical and serious safety concern) [9], [10], [11] this is shown as a secondary
process of attention control – visual, cognitive or both. While such attention switching is
already considered important in the safety of manual driving, it is worth further empha-
sising its role in the case of partial or fully automated driving, as it strongly influences
the availability of the driver to participate in control actions.
As well as human driver attention, we allow for the activities of external agencies,
for example a traffic management centre which monitors traffic conditions and provides
driving-relevant information to the human driver and/or any automated systems. And it
may be that such information influences the reference information being passed down to
the control level (e.g. ice warnings influence the action threshold for a collision avoidance
system). As mentioned, from the “DARPA perspective” the major developments have
been rooted in the tactical level.
The control level responds to reference information coming from the tactical block, so
rather than “seeing” lane markers the control layer would “see” the need to increase yaw
rate or decrease speed according to some objective reference information. The dividing
line between the tactical and control levels is not universal and may depend on the
algorithms used; for example an Adaptive Cruise Control system (ACC: tactical level)
might determine a target speed as reference for a simple classical feedback controller,
while in collision avoidance the tactical level system may define a set of motion boundaries
for a Model Predictive Control (MPC: control level) to use in the integrated control of
steering and brakes. The separation is clearest when looking at the information processing
demands; the tactical level must sense and interpret the driving environment, while
4
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the control level is required only to give best available performance based on objective
information supplied. The upward arrow, from control to tactical (also from tactical to
strategic) is included to indicate pathways for adaptation. Of course there may be other
information flows, for example if a brake controller directly sends friction information
to a traffic control centre, but Figure 2 is intended to show the major pathways. Note
that from the “ABS perspective” mentioned above, most significant developments have
emerged from the control level, albeit with significant intrusions into the tactical level.
The focus of this paper is to frame concepts and review progress and challenges in the
area of vehicle and driving automation which have particular implications for the com-
munity of researchers and engineers in vehicle dynamics and control. This is also intended
to move discussion away from an existing narrow and perhaps naive view that to replace
the driver in a vehicle simply requires the removal all human elements from the three
levels in Figure 2, achieving this via expanded sensor sets and information processing
by artificial intelligence algorithms. It is born of the belief that what is already known
about tyre mechanics, vehicle stability, direct yaw moment control, friction estimation,
driveline control, brake system performance, driver modelling etc. etc. are important
to the development of the new integrated technologies and will crucially influence their
performance and safety.
This defines a convenient starting point for the main thrust of this review paper, which
is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some key developments that have led to
the current generation of autonomous functions on road vehicles, with focus on those
systems which first ventured into the tactical level of driving. Then in Section 3 we
review another categorization of “levels” of driving automation, and based on this we
consider the recent progress made at both the lower and higher levels. For intelligent
vehicles to seriously enter the tactical driving domain requires high degree precision
sensing of the environment; in Section 4 the issues of sensing and localization relative
to maps – or directly relative to road boundaries or threats etc. – is considered. In
Section 5 we review progress in establishing the safety of automated driving systems,
noting that some raise safety concerns via possible unintended consequences, while others
are specifically designed to protect drivers and others, e.g. via collision warning and
prevention. Automation offer potential for precise motion control, and in Section 6 we
review progress and opportunities for using optimization and optimal control techniques
for benefits in energy, transport efficiency, individual time-saving (mainly at the large-
scale). Another design concept, away from optimal driving, is naturalistic driving aimed
at creating automated driving systems that are ‘less robotic’ and perhaps more acceptable
to vehicle occupants and other road users – Section 7. Then in Section 8 the focus is
on the automation of limit handling, with applications for collision avoidance and other
near-crash active safety systems. Finally, in Section 9 we focus on what is feasible and
desirable for increased automation at all levels, including migrating towards full driving
automation in the future. In particular we focus on which opportunities and challenges
are most significant for researchers in vehicle dynamics and control.
2. Evolution of the Intelligent Vehicle
As described above, an initial electronic control evolution took place in the area of ABS
and ESC for chassis systems; prior to this was the development of Electronic Engine
Control (electronic fuel and mixture control, replacing the mechanical carburetor) which
led to the further development of vehicle speed regulation in conventional cruise control.
However, with no relevant environmental sensing in these systems, they all sit at the lower
5
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control level of driving of Figure 2. To contribute to the tactical driving the “Intelligent
Vehicle” is directly aware of the driving environment and responds directly to it.
2.1. Automated Speed Control
Conventional Cruise Control (CCC) are popular features on cars, particular in countries
where the roads are longer and straighter and destinations are farther apart, such as
Australia and North America. CCC allows drivers to set a maximum speed at which
they want to travel and the system controls the throttle and maintains the speed of the
vehicles even on steep gradients. Despite the popularity of CCC there are relatively few
studies that have examined the safety benefits/ disbenefits and acceptance by drivers
[12], [13]. By adding a forward-pointing radar, a vehicle gains sufficient environmental
information – range and range-rate of the preceding vehicle [14] – to adapt to traffic
by reducing speed when there is a slower vehicle in front, otherwise tracking the driver-
selected set speed. This provided an early step into automating aspects of tactical driving
in the form of adaptive cruise control systems (ACC). ACC was introduced in the market
in 1995 by Mitsubishi in Japan [15] and rapidly gained acceptance. Today a growing list
of car manufacturers offer ACC, including Cadillac, Daimler, Jaguar, Honda, BMW and
Volvo; this is not an exhaustive list. For a more detailed description of ACC, including
many references, see [16] and [17]. A number of studies have shown the trend of ACC
driving to reduce tailgating as well as reducing workload for the driver. Early research
was conducted at the University of Michigan and reported in [18] and similar findings
were reported in [19]. On the other hand there is the potential for over-reliance on the
automated ACC system, some authors have suggested potential pitfalls, for example due
to misunderstanding of the ACC functionality leading to an increased collision risk [20],
and also due to disengagement from the driving task leading to an increased response
time [21],[13] as illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Driver performance and need for assistance depends on the activation of the driver (Picture: HAVEit
project, Continental Automotive GmbH).
While ACC is a comfort system, designed to assist the driver and reduce workload, it
does directly relate to a form of conflict and crash i.e. forward collision. It is not directly
designed to deal with such conflicts; if the car in front brakes suddenly and beyond the
authority of the ACC, there is a warning issued and the driver is expected to take over
speed control. Hence there exists a corresponding opportunity for accident prevention or
mitigation in the form of Autonomous (or Automatic) Emergency Braking (AEB) ([22],
[23]). Here the sensor and actuator requirements are essentially the same as for ACC,
6
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but the control algorithms are very different and control authority is increased: system
activation occurs without any driver command, and high levels of deceleration result
from that activation. Thus, as a result of the technical opportunity, collision avoidance
and crash mitigation systems came onto the market as further developments of automatic
speed control. In these systems, the car, or lorry, automatically applies its brakes to avoid
a crash or reduce the severity of an anticipated impact. This is another example of existing
actuators and sensors from ABS and ACC being co-opted for a new purpose, with the
vehicles computer given authority to apply the brakes even when there is no command
from the driver. The system’s role is elevated from reducing the drivers workload to
preventing crashes ([24]). In fact, it is part of the evolving new generation of autonomous
safety functions in passenger cars and heavy vehicles.
2.2. Automated and Shared Steering Control
There is equal opportunity for automating directional control. Usually directional control
comes from turning the steering wheel. Typical demonstrations of self-driving show the
steering wheel moving by itself. As with speed automation, the key requirement is to sense
the cars motion relative to the road, and/or relative to other road users, and then to
apply path corrections to reduce or remove errors between the actual and intended paths.
Since it is usual – though not universal – to have a direct mechanical connection between
the steering wheel and the direction of the front wheels, there is a design challenge to
best assist the driver with steering. One option is to use an Electric Power Assistance
System (EPAS) to adjust the steering. This is already common in the power steering
of more recent vehicles, where an electric motor replaces the hydraulics. When used
in a more interactive or intelligent manner, the car will appear to want to steer of
its own accord. Clearly, with hands on the wheel, the driver will perceive the car as
having its own intention. Provided drivers are sympathetic to that intention, they will
likely allow the steering action. EPAS is already used in self-parking systems where the
steering action is fully automated – drivers remove their hands and simply control brake
and accelerator during parallel parking. On the other hand, should unexpected steering
torque be experienced during regular driving, this could disturb the driver and cause
them to resist, which could have dangerous consequences.
There are other options for the car to control its direction, with different implications
for the interaction with the driver. For example, with active front steer, an electric motor
controls an offset between the steering wheel and the front road wheels [25]. This corrects
the steering on the road without creating a corresponding movement of the steering wheel.
In another approach to automated steering, steer-by-wire removes the mechanical con-
nection between the steering wheel and road wheels and so offers further scope to modify
the interaction with the driver [26] (Figure 4). This type of electronic control can be
used to steer the rear wheels as well as the front, giving more freedom to designers.
Yet another option for directional control is to create a left/right bias in the brakes or
driveline [27], [28], [29]; for example, by driving the right wheels harder than the left, or
braking the left wheels more than the right, the net effect is to turn the vehicle to the
left. All the approaches mentioned have their merits and implications in terms of cost,
complexity, effect on the vehicles motion and, perhaps most importantly, their synergy
with the human driver.
Whatever the mechanism, it is clear that sensors and actuators can provide an auto-
mated steering function. As with speed control, the system can function in a self-steering
mode only if there is a reference direction/path to follow. This direction can be deter-
mined either by the vehicle alone, acting in autonomous mode, or, working in shared-
7
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Figure 4. Steer-by-wire system with redundant electronic control units, a backup clutch system that would connect
the steering wheel to the tires mechanically if a power failure occur (Picture: Nissan Motors).
control mode, as an adjustment to what the driver does with the steering wheel. In either
case, the vehicle needs to know its position and motion relative to some map of the road
and potentially to obstacles, including other vehicles.
In one form of shared steering control, lane-keeping assist or lane-keeping aid (LKA),
now available in cars such as the Volvo V60, a camera determines the car’s position
relative to the lane markings. The electronic steering function then keeps the car in the
lane [30]. The steering control is gentle enough to allow the driver to override the system
for lane changing or to avoid an obstacle, in much the same way that ACC will defer to
the driver for braking or acceleration [31]. In both cases, the responsibility for safety and
legal liability stays with the driver.
LKA may also monitor whether the driver is holding the steering wheel. If the drivers
remove their hands for more than a short time, the system will give a warning and then
disconnect itself. Automated steering can also be a safety enhancement. For example,
side-pointing radar can detect another vehicle in the blind spot in an adjacent lane so
that the system will resist the drivers steering action if the driver starts to make an
unsafe lane change. It is currently difficult to predict the actual safety benefits of such
systems [32], even using so-called field operational tests.
2.3. Semi-Autonomous Driving Systems
We have seen how the intelligent vehicle with ACC and LKA has emerged from the
initial electronic evolution of chassis and powertrain systems. A combination of ACC and
LKA could potentially give us an autonomous driving system. However, both systems
have limited capabilities: neither is designed to take full authority from the driver. It
follows that we still require the driver to supervise: feet off the pedals, hands off the
wheel, but eyes firmly on the road. And, importantly, the driver/supervisor should be
mentally alert and primed and ready to take control at any instant. Several companies
are developing such semi-autonomous systems with the motivation of further reducing
the driver’s workload. However, the shortfalls of boredom and distraction during a low-
level supervision task are well known which is why lifeguards at swimming pools are
rotated after a short time of supervision.
When the driver has to remain vigilant one doubts there is much genuine workload
reduction. On the positive side, the driver can relax their arms and let the steering wheel
8
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move by itself. On the negative side, there is the new task of supervising and monitoring
the automated system, and deciding if and when to take back control. The gain is a
reduced physical demand, while the new burden is largely cognitive. Crucially, the semi-
autonomous vehicle does not alleviate the normal task of anticipating traffic hazards.
Added to this are the dangers of overreliance on the system and being distracted by
other tasks, potentially leading to new crash risks. This acts as an incentive for creating
forever more ingenious systems which reduce crash risk, while at the same time allowing
eyes off the road driving.
3. Levels of Automation
The large interest in on-road vehicle automation from a wide range of academic, indus-
try and governmental communities has raised the need for a common terminology with
a taxonomy and definitions. The new standard J3016 from SAE International simplify
communication and facilitate collaboration within technical and policy domains [33]. Ac-
cording to the standard, the levels of driving automation can be divided into Conditional,
High and Full Automation, see Figure 5. The standard does not provide complete def-
initions applicable to lower levels of automation (No Automation, Assisted, or Partial
Automation). Active safety and driver assistance system that intervene to avoid and/or
mitigate an emergency situation and then immediately disengage are also not included
for the various levels of automation.
© Copyright 2014SAE INTERNATIONAL
LEVELS OF DRIVING AUTOMATION FOR ON-ROAD VEHICLES - SAE J3016
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Figure 5. Summary of levels of driving automation for on-road vehicles (after SAE International [33]).
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Considering the level of driving, the human driver continues to perform tactical obser-
vation and planning for lower levels of automation. For example, using ACC, the driver
is assisted with automated speed control but with steering still under the control of the
driver, he or she needs to monitor all aspects of traffic dynamics and road geometry,
including being alert to hazards. Going from Partial to Conditional Automation a tran-
sition time of several seconds is assumed, during which control can be handed back to
the human driver; therefore aspects of tactical driving are shifted from the driver to the
automated driving systems. For High Automation the capability is assumed for the au-
tomated systems to transition to a minimal risk condition in all situations, so the driver
is no longer involved in tactical driving for modes that are automated in this way.
For Conditional Automation (Level 3) the system is expected to perform all mode-
specific aspects of the dynamic driving task with the expectation that the human driver
will respond appropriately to a request to intervene. In cases where immediate release of
the driving by the automated driving system could compromise vehicle performance, the
system would be expected to delay its release – i.e. gradually relinquish control to ensure
a smooth transition. For example, if the vehicle is engaged in a tight turning manoeuvre,
the automated driving system should not release steering control instantaneously, but
instead do so gradually as the driver indicates through steering input that he or she is
fully re-engaged [33]. Needless to say, this puts new and increased demands on the driver
interface, for example via active torque feedback in the steering system; potentially it also
implies the need for sufficient machine intelligence to manage safety critical situations
for several seconds at a time.
As pointed out earlier, it cannot be assumed that reducing the human driver’s involve-
ment in the dynamic driving tasks will necessarily reduce workload. This depends on the
level of confidence the driver gives the system, and whether is always works seamlessly
and reliably. The system also needs confirmation that the driver is sufficiently alert to
recover control, so there may be a workload overhead for the driver in supervising, and
an extra demand on the system to monitor and possibly alert the driver to stay engaged
[33].
In the following we focus mainly on demands and current progress around Highly
Automated Driving. However, we also briefly consider how conventional aspects of vehicle
control, even at Level 0, make an effective contribution to the state of the art for driving
automation.
3.1. Conventional Automation
A review of the conventional control problems of road vehicles – in particular the optimal
control of vehicles and systems – was carried out by Sharp and Peng [34]. The major
areas were deemed to be as follows, although the authors did state it may not be com-
plete: (a) active and semi-active suspensions; (b) worst-case manoeuvring; (c) minimum
time manoeuvring; (d) driver control modeling; (e) state estimation; (f) obstacle and
collision avoidance; (g) integrated motion control; (h) spark-ignition engine control and
(i) transmission clutch torque control.
Even with the present focus on automated driving, it should be clear that all are rele-
vant to some extent. Of least immediate relevance are suspension control (a), powertrain
control (h), (i) and perhaps (b) – worst case manoeuvring aimed at finding worst cases
for vehicle systems to be tested under; for automated driving such cases are the more
complex driving scenarios, for which a simple “worst case” analysis may not be credible.
Prior research into minimum time manoeuvring (lap time optimization for race cars)
is perhaps relevant, as it concerns “optimal driving” under friction limited conditions,
10
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so the research methods may be applicable in part in areas such as collision avoidance.
Without going deeper into the specific areas, the conclusion is that most of ‘basic’ control
methods of vehicle system dynamics are relevant to the automation of driving systems
– we should beware of creating artificial separation between ‘modern’ and ‘traditional’
problems of automation and control.
We should also be wary of somewhat artificial boundaries between tactical and control
layers: improving the precision of even basic manual control functions can have an effect
on the way drivers interact with vehicles. A relevant example here is the EPAS system,
which has been available in cars for some time. This has recently emerged as Electro-
Hydraulic Power Assisted Steering(EHPAS) for heavy trucks [35]. EPAS and EHPAS
can not only improve the precision of vehicle control and the comfort for the driver, but
also meet the higher requirements put on the steering system from Partial Automation
and Conditional Automation. This comes from the substantial improvements in force
feedback provided to the driver ([36], [37]). Basically, with the same philosophy, the
improved precision of braking (electro-hydraulic, electro-mechanical, full electric control
of torque), traction and torque vectoring systems [38] can also contribute in enabling
control level functions to migrate vehicle capabilities up to the tactical level. Or, in other
terms, without adequate precision at the control level, such migration towards ‘dynamic
intelligence’ on the vehicle may be difficult or impossible to achieve.
There is another, perhaps unexpected, link between control-level technology and high
level automation. For High and Full Automation the need for mechanical connections
between driver and actuators (e.g. steering) becomes less relevant; in Level 4 (high)
automation, there is no expectation for the driver to take over control in an emergency, so
why impose the constraint of retaining mechanical connections? This immediately opens
up the scope for a full by-wire automated car control similar to the by-wire approach
of modern aircraft. As for an aircraft, the by-wire technology is designed to handle the
major control functions using electronics only. The research and development challenge
is to make use of system-level redundancy to prevent serious control degradation in
the event of any single point failure. Certainly there are considerable safety implications
associated with by-wire controls [39], but these are somewhat dwarfed by the other safety
and reliability challenges introduced by Level 4 driving automation.
3.2. Highly Automated Driving
As mentioned, currently there are several commercial and academic groups working to
develop automated vehicle platforms towards Level 4 capabilities. There have also been a
number of larger-scale demonstration systems, plus some niche commercial applications
that are operational and in service. Such systems, which expand beyond a single vehicle
concept, make an attempt to reduce the demands of tactical driving and in many cases
do this by simplifying the driving environment and hence reducing demands on the
intelligent vehicles. In August 1997, a large research and development project ended with
a live proof-of-concept demonstration of a prototype automated highway system, with 20
self-driving cars operating over a four-day trial period on dedicated lanes of Interstate 15
in San Diego, California [40],[1]. With speed and directional control both automated, the
system used permanent magnets embedded in the road acting as a virtual guide-rail. Of
course, manually driven vehicles were excluded from these dedicated lanes, and combined
with the magnets we immediately see that the everyday demands of tactical driving are
mostly removed.
Because platoons of vehicles are to be moving together, there is the possibility of an
instability occurring; when a lead vehicle accelerates for example, the following vehicles
11
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the requirement for intelligent vehicle control is relatively new. This fact may have an
important influence on the development of automated driving systems.
4.1. Mapping and Localisation
4.1.1. Ad-hoc Mapping
As a simple example, consider the position and mapping requirements of ACC. In the
‘world of ACC’, the ego vehicle drives in a single lane with limited curvature; the relevant
elements of its environment are the lane markings and the vehicle in front (which may
or may not be within range of the forward radar). Ego vehicle speed is estimated from
the driveline, range and range-rate are deduced from a forward pointing radar, and road
geometry is used to determine if a particular radar reflection comes from a vehicle in the
same lane [47]; machine vision may also be used as part of this confirmation process. In
this way a local map is created in an ad-hoc manner, and in particular it is not stored
for later use. Although ACC (and LKA likewise) provide only a low level of driving
automation, they share a number of the mapping and positioning requirements of other
more highly automated systems. In particular, the control algorithms are based on a
limited concept of the surroundings, in this case the world to the left or right of the
current driving lane is conceptually outside the domain of ACC control and vehicles
that ‘cut in’ from the left or right are recognized as new objects that appear into the
ACC world. Of course the capability to pre-empt and accommodate cut-ins exists as a
functional extension for ACC (hence expanding the relevant environment of the system).
Another example of ad-hoc local mapping comes from the MIT team that competed in
the DARPA Urban Challenge [48]. In addition to the given ‘route network definition file’
(RNDF) and ‘mission data file’ (MDF) used for route planning, a large number of sensors
were used, see Figure 10. These comprise odometry, inertial, GPS, LIDAR, radar and
vision. Distance measurement from the vehicle (onboard odometry) can be from wheel
or transmission speed; however this accumulates errors under even mild acceleration or
braking and must be carefully calibrated for rolling radius, taking account of any changes
in inflation pressure and vehicle loading. Two different GPS systems were used (one with
an integrated inertial navigation system, INS), and three different ranging or imaging
systems were also employed for tracking lanes and other vehicles as well as detecting
drivable surfaces and obstacles. When the local map is connected to the world data from
the RNDF file the result is an enhanced map, though again it appears that the map
is not stored for subsequent missions; for the ‘real world’ of public highways it clearly
makes sense to store and possibly share these kinds of data for reuse on future trips. It
is worth noting that GPS was used as a reference to build local maps, but not directly
for guidance, due to accuracy and availability concerns – see below.
From work by Paul Newman and his group in Oxford, it has been shown possible to
use computer vision for building a map without any prior information [49]. Although
this may have limited direct application to enhanced mapping of highways (accuracy
levels are quoted as several metres extracted from a round trip of several kilometers) the
power of the method is indeed worth considering for specialist mapping applications. The
system uses stereo vision only and manages to ‘glue together’ successive locations of the
vehicle into a comprehensive map. The system relies on static objects in the world being
recognised in successive images, so that the change of pose (position and orientation)
of the vehicle is found from the vision system and hence integrated into a time history
of successive poses. And since the objects used for connecting the poses are an inherent
part of the process, they can be fixed in the world. The system reduced drift by having
15
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aﬂow within the perception subsystem. Data from the sensors and RNDF are accumulated into 
Figure 10. Hierarchical structure of the driving task including attention switching (from Leonard et.al. [48]).
the vehicle return to the start location and use loop closure as a constraint. It might
be that this type of approach would be more accurate if it used a limited number of
surveyed waypoints that could be recognized easily by the vision system. This would
then represent a special type of map enhancement with the waypoints existing on a
pre-defined low-resolution (but high accuracy) map.
Satellite positioning (GPS, or more generically and correctly Global Navigation Satel-
lite Systems, GNSS) is ubiquitous but not always adequate for ad-hoc mapping nor for
vehicle guidance. As mentioned, the MIT team from the DARPA Urban Challenge [48]
did not rely on GPS for guidance, due to its relatively low accuracy and poor reliability
of service, especially in an urban environment, where signals are blocked or suffer path
reflections. While GPS is normally adequate for navigation systems, common experi-
ence shows that errors can easily exceed 100 m. There are ways in which this baseline
accuracy of GPS can be improved; for example Satellite-Based Augmentation Systems;
Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) or the Wide Area Augmentation
System (WAAS) may be used to improve both the accuracy and integrity monitoring
of GPS. However, even with such enhancement, absolute positioning accuracy is . 3 m
Assuming a sufficient number of satellites are visible, and in the absence of excessive
multi-path errors (reflections from buildings etc.) RTK (real-time kinematic) differential
corrections can be made to reduce errors to a few centimetres. But these systems are
expensive and, while routinely used in professional mapping and surveying, they are not
viable for commercial use on intelligent vehicles.
4.1.2. Enhanced Digital Maps
Humans don’t need to learn the local geography in order to drive, and people can suc-
cessfully drive in unfamiliar environments; but for real-world driving automation there
are overwhelming advantages in using detailed stored digital maps to supplement what
is available from published sources. Eventually such enhanced digital maps may be pub-
lished, though a great deal of effort is required to establish this across the majority of
the road network. Clearly it is wasteful and inefficient to build a new map every time the
vehicle passes through a road segment, unless perhaps the level of detail is very low. In-
deed, for the DARPA Grand Challenge, a critical success factor was the extent to which
teams created enhanced maps prior to the actual drive [7], [50].
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The requirement for map accuracy derives from the application, and in the case of
automated driving functions the ‘standard’ requirement is lane-level accuracy. This is
needed to support any plausible tactical capability, to determine which lane the ego
vehicle is in (absolute error . 1 m) and hence plan for lane changes or take account of
lane-specific traffic rules (e.g. right-turn only). This level of accuracy is also sufficient
for other aspects of tactical driving, e.g. to plan deceleration on the approach to an
intersection. Of course 1 m accuracy is not sufficient for the control level of driving; for
example machine vision is still required to support lane-keeping systems, giving positional
accuracy in the lane within a few centimeters.
Current publicly available road maps do not have this required accuracy; standard
digital highway maps have an accuracy of only around 5 to 20 metres [51]. Furthermore
they do not record the level of detail required – even to specify the number of lanes
and whether the road has a central median is beyond the scope of existing digital maps.
Hence some form of enhancement is needed via additional data gathering.
It is possible to automatically enhance existing low-resolution maps using data from
dedicated test vehicles. An example is described in [52] using a survey vehicle and making
use of publicly available maps from OpenStreetMap (OSM) [53]. At the core of this
work is a commercial ‘survey-grade’ GPS system (Applanix POS-LV 220 inertial GPS
navigation system) used to define the pose of the survey vehicle. The system incorporates
two GPS receivers, inertial guidance and a rotary encoder for one of the non-driven
road wheels. With additional sensors to capture road markings (camera and LIDAR) it
was shown possible to produce map data with an error range ±0.22 m and with mean
absolute errors in the order of a few centimeters. This compares with a more standard
survey system in [54] using the same type of GPS navigation; here – without any prior
mapping – the stereo-vision system is capable of discerning features to within around 0.3
m (RMS) horizontally and 0.5 m vertically. Thus lane-level accuracy is available using
only survey-grade GPS and optical/LIDAR imaging to create the required maps, without
needing any fixed base station, and this remains true even when GPS coverage is limited
[54].
A basic but important requirement for future use of stored enhanced maps is that they
are maintained (reflecting updates to roads and lane layouts) and made available in a
seamless way. Even outside of transportation applications, new mapping, data manage-
ment and search techniques – in the form of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) –
has started to revolutionise the way maps are assembled [55].
Thus current maps are woefully inadequate for driving automation. Existing GIS data
sets represent roads as a coarse series of nodes and shape points, which are connected by
segments, and with no other salient features. In the future it should be expected that a
great deal more data can be recorded and verified in available GIS data sets, including
lane number, lane widths, median type and dimension, type and size of shoulder, quality
of lane marking, presence and type of crash barrier, presence of rumble strip etc., all of
which are relevant to driving automation.
4.1.3. Localisation
The position and orientation (pose) of an intelligent vehicle is needed in real-time (i.e.
with limited and preferably constant time delay in processing). While the ‘obvious’ way
to determine the position of an intelligent vehicle is via satellite navigation systems, we
saw above that accuracy and availability are insufficient. If an accurate map exists, GPS
corrections may be applied based on the assumption that the vehicle is on the road (map
matching) though best-case positioning accuracy is no better than around 5 m. Further
17
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improvement can be obtained from onboard odometry (distance measurements based on
speed over ground or rotation of the road wheels) but lateral positioning relative to the
road centre is not greatly improved. Another opportunity for real-time enhancement of
positioning accuracy is to register fixed beacons or markers in the environment. These
might be permanent magnets, visual markers readable by cameras, or they could be
RFID (radio frequency identification) transponders. In [56] it is shown to be potentially
feasible to achieve lane-level positioning using passive RFID tags in the road combined
with electronic readers attached to the enabled vehicles. Position errors less than 1 m
are predicted, though the study is limited to simulation.
It was mentioned previously [49] that stereo vision may be used to identify relative
positions of fixed objects from frame to frame in an onboard visions system, hence iden-
tifying change of pose; but when there is considerable initial uncertainty in the reference
object’s location there is no guarantee that vehicle pose can be reliably estimated. It
may be that a combination of lane markers, machine readable reference points, plus en-
hanced maps could provide the necessary reference for a vision system, but it seems clear
that further research is needed on whether machine vision is sufficiently robust for the
necessary localisation problem.
Another approach is to use DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range Communication, a secure
form of wifi for highway applications) to enhance positioning. DSRC is expected to
provide a variety of Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) and Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) com-
munication channels, as mentioned above for platooning. In [57] a V2I service is used
to broadcast a differential correction to the DSRC-enabled vehicle (‘connected vehicle’).
In their experiments the additional service did indeed provide adequate enhancement
but the reliance on GPS service remains troublesome. In [58] a rather novel approach is
considered without GPS (other than to provide ground truth for evaluation). The system
uses two fixed roadside DSRC base-stations within range of a DSRC-equipped vehicle
(Figure 11). The base-stations broadcast their respective positions and the lane geometry
as digital data. The wireless carrier frequencies differ based on doppler shift and vehicle
location relative to the beacons. Using vehicle odometry to determine speed, the location
of the vehicle can be determined. Success seems to depend on the distance between the
base stations and their location relative to the vehicle, but the authors report accuracy
that increases with vehicle speed and typically with RMS errors less than 0.5 m above
very low speeds.
Much greater precision is possible using regularly spaced permanent magnets fixed
in the centreline of the road [59]. In the work of the Partners for Advanced Transit
and Highways (PATH) program at the University of California, vehicles sensed lateral
position relative to these closely spaced magnetic markers, for which lateral offset directly
Figure 11. Lane-level localisation using DSRC beacons (from Alam et. al [58]).
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fed into the steering control algorithm. Experiments showed that lateral tracking errors
remained less than 10 cm under most conditions, and generally less than 15 cm. Compared
to other current approaches summarised above there are both advantages (high precision
and availability of signal) and disadvantages (inflexible, does not support continuous
localisation away from the chosen lane). Perhaps the clearest point of difference is that
these markers were used directly for lateral control, rather than for lane-level positioning
to support tactical aspects of driving automation. Current approaches rely much more
heavily on GPS (when available) and vision systems to enhance the maps and also provide
control level feedback (as in lane tracking).
It is worth mentioning that, just as GPS availability is a serious concern, so is the
availability of other positioning systems. For a ‘fleet’ of embedded magnets, these would
need to be maintained in a routine way if used on the highway; similarly, existing lane
markings need to be repaired or replaced to support tracking by machine vision cameras.
This is not always the case – for example, on certain road types and in adverse weather
conditions, availability may be as low as 20 % [32] though for highways it is closer to 90
%, see Figure 13. Clearly, wet roads at night are a particular problem for machine vision
systems.
day night 
clear wet clear wet 
Type A rural 90 90 90 20 
urban 90 90 90 20 
Type B rural 85 85 90 na 
urban 70 70 65 na 
Type C rural 50 50 50 20 
urban 40 40 40 20 
Figure 12. Percentage availability of lane departure warning camera system used in South-East Michigan; Type
A: Multi-lane divided, Type B: Multi-lane undivided, Type C: Two-lane undivided] (from Gordon et. al [32]).
Overall the tasks of mapping, map enhancement and localization of the ego vehicle
relative to a local coordinate system remains a challenging area. Accurate information
of this type is critical to all forms of automated driving control, though of course it is
not sufficient. As noted, humans are capable of driving in the absence of such maps, par-
ticularly helped by familiarity with common patterns of road design. Of course accurate
mapping and localisation is only sufficient for automated control if there are no other
objects sharing the road surface along the planned path.
4.2. Object Detection and Threat Assessment
Sensor types for object detection and collision avoidance overlap with those used for
guidance in driving automation. Additional types include short-range proximity radar
and ultrasonic sensors, also for short range proximity detection. Unlike vision, LIDAR and
scanning ACC radar, these proximity sensors have no way to recognize or classify objects,
other than by context (e.g. because driver has switched on a parking aid, reflections
indicate barriers or other vehicles etc.).
Autonomous systems for collision protection are being developed irrespective of any
wider agenda to develop highly automated vehicles. An example is the Volvo City Safety
19
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[60]; the system monitors threat vehicles ahead via a laser sensor and brakes without
driver intervention when an imminent crash situation is detected. This particular system
operates specifically at short range and low speeds, and is from the general class of
Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB) systems – Section 2.1.
There are clear overlapping demands between vehicle guidance and obstacle detection
in the longitudinal direction. For normal driving, ACC radar or LIDAR detect vehicles
in front, with the same or similar requirement as for AEB [22]. In both cases there is a
need for a threat assessment (and intervention) algorithm, based on speeds and range,
but the details will be different, particularly for the threshold levels to trigger a response.
Thresholds for AEB activation are based on metrics similar to Time To Collision (TTC)
or Last Time To Brake (LTTB) [61]. TTC uses range R and range-rate R˙, and is defined
as the time to collision assuming constant speed of both vehicles, i.e. TTC = R/R˙. LTTB
uses more detailed information, including estimated surface friction, but in either case
there will be uncertainty over any deceleration of the lead vehicle and AEB may not be
expected to always prevent collision; but in all cases the relative speed at impact will be
reduced by the intervention.
More capable collision protection systems require more sophisticated sensing and sensor
interpretation, including multi-sensor fusion algorithms. For example the Volvo “Collision
Warning with Full Auto Brake and Pedestrian Detection” (CWAB-PD) uses radar for
increased range and monovision cameras for validating the type of object [62], [61] and
hence can deal with a wider range of forward collision situations.
Threat assessment from the lateral direction is more specific to collision protection. A
number of ‘blind spot warning’ systems have been on the market for some time; when
there is another vehicle nearby in the adjacent lane a warning light illuminates to alert
the driver that a lane change would not be safe. Alternatively a haptic signal may be
used via the steering wheel [63]. These systems are activated by radar or cameras, which
may also be used to trigger active steering resistance or path correction in case of an
unsafe lane departure.
There are various other collision prevention systems for specific crash types, for example
warning and intervention to avoid hitting a pedestrian when reversing a vehicle. In [64]
a number of these systems, all using ultrasonic sensors, were evaluated. In some cases
their effectiveness is questioned, mainly due to short range limitations, and especially
those using sensors developed as parking aid systems; these detection systems sacrificed
detection distance and height in order to suppress false or nuisance alarms. Again, while
  
Figure 13. Automatic braking to avoid low-speed frontal crashes (Volvo City Safety system – from Distner et. al
[60]).
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guidance and protection involve similar functionalities, their precise requirements are
different and the systems should normally be developed independently.
Collision protection is often based on assumptions of deterministic intent of the threat
object (e.g. constant speed or deceleration of a lead vehicle). However this is not neces-
sarily reasonable or useful in the area of preventing car-to-vulnerable road user (VRU)
accidents. In [65] there is an attempt to characterise, in a non-deterministic model, the
likelihood of a pedestrian entering the road based on various factors: car speed and its
distance to the point of a potential collision, pedestrian distance to the road, plus pedes-
trian speed and head orientation. Such a predictive algorithm could be worthwhile in
reducing crash risk by alerting the driver or any AEB system. On the other hand it is
not likely that a Level 4 automated vehicle would entirely rely on such a system, and yet
a deterministic model would clearly be inadequate. This and similar crash modes may in
the future define the environmental limits on the safe use of highly automated vehicles.
5. Safety and the Role of the Driver
Safety is perhaps the biggest single concern when considering the automation of driving.
Each level of Figure 5 brings its own safety concerns, and in particular the question of
‘what happens if something goes wrong’. It is hard to believe that a mother would send
her child to school in a Level 5 self-driving car without severe trepidation, unless there
were a trusted human being as part of a ‘backup plan’. And the driver of a Level 4
platoon vehicle would surely be sensitive to whether the lead vehicle has a human driver
(as in SARTRE) or not. It appears that the topic of risk and safety of highly automated
vehicles is wide-open, given that predictive safety evaluation of road vehicles is at a very
early stage, and there is little real-world experience to draw on.
At Level 0 there is of course a lot of experience, and it is easy to underestimate the
safety performance of manually driven vehicles. According to US traffic statistics in 2012
[66], out of roughly three trillion vehicle miles travelled, there were a total of 5.6 mil-
lion police-reported traffic accidents, 30,800 of them involving a fatality. This equates
to roughly one crash per 500,000 miles and one fatal crash per 100 million miles. This
compares to the currently quoted million-plus miles of accident-free (supervised) travel
for Googles self-driving cars, where the development team selects roads and timing, in-
tervenes when necessary, and presumably does so with high attention levels. For humans,
tactical driving requires experience and attention. It is also the level that is most de-
manding for highly automated cars. It seems infeasible to replicate all aspects of human
driving at the tactical level, at least not without artificially intelligent computers that
are beyond anything currently proven. We might formulate a Turing driving test on this
topic: if a self-driving car behaves in all traffic conditions such that other road users
cannot tell any difference from a human driver, then we might assume that we have a
safe and acceptable system. Of course the traffic conditions should include complex and
dynamic scenarios.
Example complex scenarios are considered in [67] – see Figure 14. That work relates
to highly-capable driver assistance systems: the driver support function (so-called ‘co-
driver’ in this case) needs to anticipate the intended manoeuvre and cannot do so unless
the driver’s goal is known (in this case either a–b, a–c, or d). Each goal/manoeuvre has
risks associated with it, and the co-driver must correctly anticipate in order to monitor
traffic and reduce risk. This is an immensely difficult problem for which the support
system could potentially increase risk due to unpredictable human-machine interactions.
This example illustrates that risk and safety prediction is highly challenging and not
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Figure 14. Complex highway scenario with multiple feasible outcomes (from Da et. al [67]).
just for highly automated vehicles. The HAVEit project [68] also considers the concept
of driver support from a co-driver, including aspects of adaptation to risk and flexible
levels of automation (see also Figure 3). But again the work does not provide predictive
measures of crash risk.
For active safety systems there have been a number of studies assessing the effects on
crash risk. When modalities are relatively simple it is possible to assess crash benefits by
fusing a wide range of data sources, combining these via Monte-Carlo simulation - e.g.
for Lane Departure Warning systems [32]. Real-world statistical analysis can be used for
systems that operate very close to potential crashes. For AEB systems, it was reported
in [69] that there is a significant reduction in crash numbers for the relevant ‘striking
rear end’ crash type; in 50 kph speed areas the reduction was 54 - 57%, while over all
speed limits the reduction was 35 - 41%. The work was based on Swedish police-reported
injury crashes between 2010 and 2014. A similar trend was reported in [70] for the Volvo
City Safety system: the number of claims for property damage liability were 16 % less
for (equipped) S60s than for other (non-equipped) mid-size luxury cars.
Given that we cannot yet put human-like driving intelligence into automated driving
systems, there are two complementary ways forward towards achieving high levels of
automation. First, we can make best use of the available safety net of collision prevention
systems, such as AEB. Over time, using crash data and improved scientific analysis,
we can further evaluate and verify the safety benefits of such systems. These ‘safety
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nets’, developed to protect from errors by human drivers, can also provide protection
during various levels of automated driving; thus driving safety benefits can be extended
and validated in real-world studies. Secondly, we can simplify and regulate the driving
environment to the point where crash risk can be evaluated in an objective way ahead
of deployment.
6. Optimal Driving Control
Human driving may be far from optimal [71] – for example control time-delays are
long compared with automated systems, and drivers’ attention may be intermittently
switched away from the driving task. Steering control typically has low bandwidth and
maintaining lateral lane position is not necessarily a challenging control task, whether
for a human or a machine. Under normal conditions, human driving is effective, and
one might question whether automated driving systems should aim for optimality in any
particular sense, even though a number of studies into synthetic driving systems (driver
models) use optimal control methods at their core [34]. One might go further and seek to
design automated speed and steering control systems that perform in naturalistic ways
– sufficiently akin to human driving so as to be acceptable to vehicle occupants and to
other road users. This is contrary to the idea of imposing a rigorous control regime –
positioning the vehicle as precisely in the lane centre as possible and maintaining precise
headway – where such behavior may appear alien and distracting to other road users.
This concern suggests that research may be worthwhile into understanding how au-
tomated driving control should be capable of mimicking human behavior, at least in
certain driving scenarios. But research is also needed to explore the benefits of precision
and optimality when automating different aspects of the driving process – to improve
safety during normal driving, to provide effective protection in safety-critical situations,
and more generally to improve “softer” aspects of vehicle system dynamics, such as com-
fort and fuel economy, as well as reduced carbon emissions. Travel-time efficiency is also
worth considering in this context.
The very concept of highly automated (self-driving) vehicles implies time saving bene-
fits to drivers – being able to focus on other activities while automated systems perform
all tactical driving and control functions on the vehicle. This is true, whether or not the
stated aim is for safety improvement, fuel saving etc. Further, during normal driving
scenarios, these systems have the potential to fuse real-time environmental information
(e.g. traffic and topography) with data about the vehicle status (e.g. state of charge of
the battery) to implement efficient control strategies that are beyond the interest and
capability of human drivers.
One example of automated driving optimisation that requires such data fusion is the
“pulse and glide” strategy for longitudinal control, aimed at minimising fuel consump-
tion [72]. This expands on the simple idea that running an internal combustion engine
close to its most efficient operating point will improve fuel economy. In the absence of a
continuously variable transmission, a way to achieve this is to run the engine intermit-
tently at a higher power in order to reach the efficient operating point. Even allowing
for transient reductions in fuel economy, the pulse and glide strategy may be capable
of producing around 20% improvement in fuel economy. But this is only possible if the
intermittent acceleration and deceleration does not disturb traffic flow or cause other
drivers to react. While the control concept may well suffer from obvious problems, par-
ticularly the discomfort of passengers [72], the fact that local vehicle optimal control can
benefit from being sensitive to the interaction with the vehicle environment is interesting
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and probably quite general. The example can be described as having a ‘weak’ connection
to the vehicle environment. Similar weak connections exist around traffic signal control
and cooperative ACC (CACC - see below) which aim to smooth traffic flow, increase
highway capacity and reduce transportation energy consumption with particular empha-
sis on vehicle communications technologies, either between vehicles – V2V, or between
vehicles and infrastructure – V2I [73].
In other concepts, the traffic and physical infrastructure may require a much stronger
connection.
6.1. The Automated Highway
Optimization of strategic driving in response to prevailing traffic conditions (real-time
route planning) is a well-known problem in traffic network analysis [74] and since this
problem is very much aimed at the upper level in Figure 2, there is little relevance to the
optimal automation of driving processes, except for any resulting interactions between
network level “control” and individual vehicle control. Referring again to Figure 2, until
now we have considered the functions to be localized within the host vehicle, even though
contributions from both human driver and automated driving systems may be involved.
From the alternative perspective of “Automated Highway Systems” (AHS) or “Intelligent
Transportation Systems” (ITS), there may be scope for the highway system to take over
both tactical and strategic functions. Of course we always expect the low level control of
vehicle systems to be handled locally.
Within infrastructure-centric control, common applications relate to traffic flow im-
provement via static infrastructure components, especially traffic signals [75], [76], [77].
Recent interest in highly automated vehicles has led naturally to traffic flow optimization
studies that assume direct control of automated vehicles, and this requires a switch to-
wards granting responsibility for tactical driving to a centralised transportation control
system.
A conceptual example of such centralized control is the Integrated Roadway/Adaptive
Cruise Control System (IRAC) [78] which assumes infrastructure-based controls for speed
distributions along highway lanes as well as ramp-metering, i.e. traffic signal control of
vehicles entering the highway. This study was based on traffic simulation, assuming the
use of DSRC communication, and predicts improvements to traffic flow. More extreme
example of centralized traffic control are presented in [79] where the authors propose
a coordinated traffic control scenarios, where lane-changes are executed in the path of
cooperating oncoming vehicles. Such scenarios are somewhat futuristic in terms of the
level and scope of control that is required and raise questions over the effect of any single-
point of failure – when one vehicle fails to cooperate there is near-certain collision. The
optimization problem is limited to a local group of vehicles (around 40) and is applied at
the level of discrete decision making. While the full idea is somewhat implausible (e.g. the
number of collisions predicted are not vanishingly small) they do raise the potential for
a new approach where a “smart infrastructure” provides an additional layer of tactical
support, reducing the tactical driving demands on the individual vehicles.
6.2. Platoon Control
Travel efficiency was also the primary motivation behind the use of precisely controlled
platoons as developed and demonstrated by the California PATH program described in
Section 3.2 [40], [1]. Platoons are clusters of vehicles that synchronise their motion to
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form a closely-moving pack, acting as a single multi-vehicle ‘object’ on the highway. In
the PATH project the assumption was that such a platoon will move on a dedicated lane
within a tightly controlled AHS environment.
Several concepts from platoon dynamics, particularly the need to use wireless commu-
nication to suppress longitudinal disturbances (string instability), have led to research
and development in the area of Cooperative ACC (CACC) where it is assumed that lat-
eral control comes from the human driver but a self-organizing platoon emerges from local
headway control (as for ACC) with the addition of cooperative elements which are medi-
ated by wireless communication. One may think of CACC as a type of ‘optimised’ ACC
system, even though optimal control methods are not necessarily used in the controller
design. Experiments with this type of system took place during the ‘Grand Cooperative
Driving Challenge’ (GCDC) where several vehicles were expected to cooperate in order
to perform cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC), [80]. While a number of practi-
cal and technical problems were revealed in this work, the basic feasibility of CACC is
not in doubt. In [81] the authors summarise recent studies in CACC, noting that in most
systems the control laws are based either on classical control theory or Model Predictive
Control. Their own experiments made use of four Nissan vehicles which were equipped
with LIDAR-based ACC plus a 5.9-GHz DSRC communication system; in their case
the control algorithm was designed using standard classical control methods. Figure 15
shows the effect of braking from the lead vehicle, which decelerates at 0.1 g. In the up-
per plot (standard ACC) there are clear response delays as the vehicles further behind
successively respond to the braking event from the front vehicle. There is a visible ampli-
fication in the acceleration response of vehicles following further behind, and this is the
characteristic symptom of ‘string instability’; indeed the fourth car brakes at 0.3 g. For
CACC (lower plot) the acceleration is no longer amplified – there is improved gap control
and the system appears to be string-stable (at least in and around the test conditions).
While such results have been known for a long time [59], the results clearly demonstrate
the practical advantage of using wireless communication when ad-hoc platooning occurs
among several ACC vehicles.
Further research will be needed however to show how similar performance can be
achieved using distributed control among heterogeneous groups of ACC vehicles. One
possible approach to address this challenge is to adopt a control architecture that makes
use of infrastructure components to provide a coordinating function. We discuss this
further in Section 6.3.
Platoons have also been proposed for fuel and carbon saving. The German national
project KONVOI focused from 2005 to 2009 on the topic of platooning, in which a series
of heavy trucks follow a leader under fully automatic control, the small gaps intended to
improve aerodynamics and reduce fuel use. V2V communication enables close spacing of
vehicles, also leading to a reduction of occupied road area and an improvement in traffic
flow. In fact the European projects PROMOTE CHAUFFEUR I and II were the first
research projects in the EU on this topic, and they focused mainly on technical feasibility;
the project KONVOI studied the impact (driver acceptance, traffic flow and environment)
as well as the legal and economic implication of platoons [82]. The KONVOI system was
the first platoon system worldwide, which was tested in real traffic. The trucks were
equipped with a V2V and V2I communication system, a mono camera as well as LIDAR
and radar sensors. On the basis of the real traffic drives it could be shown, that a safe
operation of platoons is possible. Researchers claimed that the trucks on the test track
achieved some fuel-consumption savings even when they were driving at the 10-m gap
between trucks; however, there was no fuel-consumption savings in the tests on the public
highway because the trucks had to vary their speeds to respond to traffic conditions and
25
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position relative to lane boundaries; in particular the previewed path error and local yaw
angle error are needed; this is then sufficient to enable satisfactory lane tracking [87].
An alternative approach, avoiding the use of vision systems, comes from the California
PATH program which adopted a magnetic road reference system (permanent magnetic
markers – Section 4). Without preview the (linear) control scheme is prone to instability,
since with the “look down” characteristics of a front-bumper mounted magnetometer,
the sensor-to-response dynamics have poorly damped open-loop poles and zeros, which
worsen at higher speeds – hence even a small feedback gain generates instability in
the root-locus plot [1]; in more colloquial terms, it is not possible to drive at speed by
looking at the road beneath the car. To overcome this problem it was found sufficient to
include a second rear-bumper mounted magnetometer, and use the combination of sensor
measurements (plus vehicle inertial sensors) to estimate path curvature. This allows the
lateral controller to provide “virtual preview” and hence a more acceptable controller. In
this approach, preview is only effective up to a few car-lengths due to sensor noise and
variations in path curvature [1].
In [88] another enhancement is included, this time to use tracking of a vehicle ahead
to supplement one of the magnetometers if the second one is lost. LIDAR was assumed
in this work, but a vision system could also be used.
Optimal control methods can also be used for lane-keeping and simple manoeuvres such
as lane-changing. In either case it is standard to assume a target path and then track
towards that path. The control problem is not difficult, at least as long as the relevant
vehicle positioning and map data (or equivalent) is available to compute previewed path
errors. Again, one may treat the control problem as one of “synthetic driver modeling”
and many optimal and operational methods are available [89], [71], [90].
The challenge of defining a reference path – as well as the motivation to avoid this
step – is even greater in the case of collision avoidance relative to a moving vehicle [91].
In this work the scenario is relatively simple – a lane change – and the motion of other
vehicles are presumed to be fully known. It does however include cases where the other
vehicle is accelerating or moving in a curved path, so the approach is both general and
informative. The optimization uses a cost function in the form of a weighted sum of
squares J = 12
∫
tf
0
(
y2 + wδ˙2
)
dt which penalizes control action (steering angle velocity
δ˙) and deviation from the pre-defined reference path y. The authors use formal optimal
control (Pontryagin Minimum Principle) and a linear bicycle model. While this provides
a reference for comparison of more implementable control algorithms, the path definition
is outside of the optimization and the use of a linear vehicle model is not always plausible.
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the lane-change maneuver. 
Figure 18. Path planning for collision avoidance relative to a moving obstacle (from Mashadi [91]).
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7. Naturalistic Driving Control
There is a possible need for automated driving to exhibit naturalistic properties, e.g.
to be ‘comfortable’, ‘smooth’ and ‘natural’. Certainly, drivers and occupants are aware
of the actions of other vehicles and are sensitive to sudden changes in their behaviour.
From an early driving study with ACC [18] it was reported that drivers are sensitive to
small and sudden deceleration events when speed is automated – the tendency is to look
forward to see the source of the event. Of course, for collision protection systems, there
is no expectation to have naturalistic and smooth dynamic behaviour.
Ride comfort in road vehicles is normally associated with vertical road inputs in the
form of road unevenness transmitted through the suspension [92]. Accelerations arising
from cornering and braking are normally under the control of a human driver, and hence
any resulting discomfort is not normally seen as part of the vehicle dynamics. But in cases
where no human driver is immediately responsible for speed and/or steering control it
may be that ride comfort will become a more important consideration in the longitudinal
and lateral degrees of freedom. Existing experience from ACC and LKA should inform
about the levels of acceleration and jerk that are normally acceptable, but it will be
interesting to know whether passengers are indeed less forgiving of more fully automated
driving systems.
If the design direction for automated driving systems is to emulate certain types of
human driving, then there is much existing research to draw upon. The main character-
istics of human driving were reviewed by MacAdam in [71]; there are many limitations in
human drivers! Firstly, human driver suffer from time delays: reaction times for visual-
based response are at least around 200 ms, sometimes considerably more; auditory and
tactile response times may be shorter, at around 140 ms, though increasing as the stim-
ulus reduces to near detection thresholds. Secondly there are visual and other sensitivity
limits; according to several authors (see in [71]) driving is “90% visual”; though vague,
the statement broadly implies that, although other sources of information are relevant,
the most critical information comes from human vision. For a “naturalistic driving ma-
chine” this does not of course imply using cameras and machine vision as the primary
input for control – rather it emphasizes the need that humans have for preview informa-
tion – to compensate for their inherent response delays and provide a safety margin for
collision avoidance.
Adequate preview is also needed to achieve smooth steering control [71] irrespective of
time delay. The dynamic response of human drivers can be characterised by bandwidth
or, more specifically, by the crossover frequency. It has been shown that within some
frequency range, the forward-path transfer function for steering approximates to the
form C(s)G(s) = ωce
−sT
s
. Here the input is the error in lateral lane deviation and the
output is vehicle lane position (in response to steering control from the driver). The
crossover frequency is defined by the condition that the forward-path transfer function
has unit gain; with the ‘crossover model’ form shown, the amplitude reduces at a rate
of 20dB per decade, helping to ensure the relative stability of the closed-loop system. A
typical crossover frequency for an attentive driver is around ωc ≃ 4 radians/s, a little
over 0.5 Hz [71]. One would expect that an acceptable lane keeping controller should
have a similar frequency bandwidth, even though the stability margins can be greater,
give a reduced time delay.
The literature has many examples which attempt to model human steering and speed
control behaviour [71]. A common approach is to formulate a control model (for lateral
or longitudinal control as appropriate) and perform parameter estimation to represent
actual driving behaviour [90]. Commonly used control formulations are classical control
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[87], linear preview optimal control [93], [94] and Model Predictive Control [95], [96].
Data for parameter estimation and model validation is normally recorded from driving
simulators or vehicle driving studies. More recently such research performed using data
from naturalistic driving studies [97], [98]; in [98] a longitudinal driver model is formulated
to include a range of noise signals and time delays designed to represent functional errors
arising from the complexity of human behaviour – even though such complex behaviours
are not directly represented in the model. One interesting aspect of this work is that
the model can provide basic information about the effects of driver behaviour on crash
outcomes; in [98] this was done using Monte-Carlo simulation, with random processes
represented via a pseudo-random number generator.
A somewhat different approach is to look for detailed patterns in human driving, again
as observed in naturalistic driving studies; here the drivers use instrumented vehicles to
perform normal driving tasks, typically driving the same car for several weeks (or months
or even longer). In [99] the authors propose a candidate error function that may be
relevant to lateral control in highway driving, particularly for low-workload conditions
and when there is no special reason for the driver to adhere to the lane center. This
approach allows for driver models to be created based on real-world patterns of behaviour
extracted from driving data. Validation is then needed, but it is a more stringent approach
and has already yielded some interesting results. In [100] the authors determine that for
steering control in lane-keeping, the driver tends to apply short correcting pulses that
can be related to visually perceived tracking errors. A candidate model is presented and
some validation and verification is made. However the authors show that there is much
future work to be done in this area. Interestingly in [101] a similar pulse extraction is
found, although the authors did not implement a computational model based on the
findings.
As new generations of vehicles enjoy more sophisticated interfaces and control-level
driver support (Section 3.1), there may be a need for further research into what becomes
naturalistic with these new technical features.
8. Automatic Control at the Limits of Friction
In Section 6 the focus was on optimised and optimal automatic control for normal driving.
Under more dynamic conditions, such as in collision avoidance, the need for optimal
control is even more obvious – obtaining the best possible outcome given the limits of
friction and available actuators. Vehicle control is challenging at the limits of handling
but automated systems have the potential to safely negotiate difficult driving situations,
where the human driver has neither the skills nor the same full range of actuators at his
or her disposal.
As described previously, the architecture of Figure 9 shows the main elements of a
‘typical’ autonomous vehicle guidance system; in this approach an external control refer-
ence is used alongside a path-following algorithm, splitting the motion control into two
parts [102].
In a similar but further developed approach for shared steering control, a mediator
is included as an internal part of the control algorithm that explicitly considers vehicle
stability and boundary constraints as it attempts to track a precomputed trajectory;
such a mediator can choose to violate short term stability constraints in order to avoid
a collision [103], [104] and [105]. In [105] experiments are conducted with X1, a rear-
wheel drive electric vehicle, shown in Figure 19. An integrated GPS-INS system provides
vehicle states in real-time, and a ruggedized i7 computer outputs controller commands
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at 100Hz to the vehicles drive-by-wire system.
Figure 19. Steer-by-wire test vehicle X1 from Dynamic Design Lab, Stanford (from Funke [105]).
There is something of a conundrum regarding path planning (followed by path track-
ing). If a planned path is updated at each major computational time step, it cannot have
any fundamental significance other than to simplify the control optimization problem –
to encode and represent the local constraints or objectives, for example to avoid collisions
based on current vehicle states. On the other hand, if the planned path is not updated at
each major time step then it surely has some fundamental significance – even given a set
of possible initial vehicle states (including position) it is always the preferred path of mo-
tion for this initial set, even if it is not feasible! Except where there is a physical or other
penalty for deviating from that path then surely this is incorrect – a more fundamental
optimal control solution would not generate such a path at all. Of course it is common
to make simplifying assumptions when solving complex problems, but especially when
friction limits are approached, the wasteful nature of tracking a somewhat arbitrary ref-
erence path should be clear. And in either of the above cases the fundamental need for
a pre-planned path is not at all clear.
In [106] a completely different approach was taken – a control strategy was developed
around the pre-definition of a vector field: a spatially distributed set of target velocities
defined in the plane of the road, this being used as a reference for desired CG motion.
In Figure 20 such a field is shown in the form of its integral curves (the field is tangent
to the flow lines shown). In this case there is no reference path, but there is a stable
trajectory that a (particle) would follow, if for example the road looped around in a closed
circuit. And another path (in this case the center-line) was used in the construction of
the vector field (a previewed point on the centreline was used to define the direction of
the field). The method was applied to a double lane-change manoeuvre [107] in which
the vector field was pre-optimised for the road geometry (but not any vehicle states),
and results compared well with a full application of general nonlinear optimal control
methods (Pontryagin Minimum Principle).
Further recent work has shown that a path reference is unnecessary for friction-limited
optimal control problems, e.g. for understeer compensation using independent four-wheel
braking [108] and for path control during a potential multiple event accident using au-
tomated braking and steering [109]. In the first case a mass centre acceleration vector
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Figure 20. Integral curves based on constant preview distance. From [106].
reference is used; in the second case the two-point boundary value problem was simplified
using Quasi-Linear Optimal Control (QLOC), and it was found that optimal path control
is feasible even while a high degree of yaw instability persists after an initial collision.
Another example, where particle-based optimisation was used in preference to a target
path, is in a collision avoidance scenario [110].
This is not to say that path planning is never necessary – for example in [111] a discrete
optimization process is invoked to decide the optimum (discretised) path – but this type of
problem is more relevant to robots moving in unstructured environments than to vehicles
moving on highways. Some discrete decision making is necessary (and is not discussed
here), and for low-speed manoeuvring it is perhaps always sensible to consider path
planning as an important part of the optimal motion problem. But for friction-limited
handling dynamics it appears there are often superior approaches available, for example
to minimize off-tracking during understeer compensation, or minimizing expectation of
harm during an automated safety-critical manoeuvre [112].
9. Conclusion and Future Developments
The motivation for this review paper was to understand new challenges for vehicle system
dynamics in the era when there are unparalleled increases in the variety and level of
automation in road vehicles, particularly the automation of driving itself. We have seen
two perspectives in the march towards increasing automation: the ‘ABS perspective’
with automation gradually evolving on the vehicle; and the ‘DARPA perspective’ which
employs large arrays of sensors, combined with artificial intelligence, to replace the human
driver and replicate the widest possible range of human driving activities. The reality
for highway vehicles is likely to be a combination of the two, building new ‘intelligent
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vehicle’ capabilities on a foundation of well-established vehicle dynamic control practice.
One clear idea emerging from the foregoing is the need to simplify the driving environ-
ment and hence reduce the tactical driving requirements for highly automated driving
modes, e.g. Level 4 where the driver is not required to recover control in the event of
some fault or disruption.
Another idea that emerges is that full automation (Level 5) implies a system that
performs more like a personalized rapid transit system – i.e. more like a flexible rail
transport system but without the physical rails. This seems to imply the introduction of
a centralised command and control centre to operate and monitor the system.
Level 3 driving automation (the driver is required to recover control) requires a time
window for the human to recover situation awareness and control capability, and again a
structured and predictable environment is needed to guarantee reasonable time windows
– at least 2-3 seconds, preferably longer. In fact the separation between Levels 3 and 4
hinges on whether the event “unresponsive driver” is handled deterministically by the
system (level 4 has a fully operational fail-safe mode) or stochastically (Level 3 would
employ a risk reduction technique such as gradual stopping with hazard lights showing).
All levels of driving automation benefit from collision protection, and lessons learned
from supporting human drivers (Level 0 + active safety) will naturally support the
evolution of driving automation. And with Level 4 automation being seriously contem-
plated (no human needed for fail-safe operation) the need to handle on-board system
failures (e.g. steering motor faulty) must be fully handled without using driver mechan-
ical controls, at least during the available automated driving modes. Hence electrical
and electronic system redundancy should be sufficient to handle such conditions, and in
that case why insist on retaining mechanical connections to the driver at all? The same
system-level redundancy for control can operate when there is a fault during manual
driving; the need to retain a mechanical link between the driver and the road wheels (or
brake cylinders) is no longer clear. Hence it might be that the push towards high levels of
automation both enables and is enabled by a move toward a fully drive-by-wire vehicle
design.
Another, somewhat surprising, conclusion from this review is that mapping and local-
ization, conceptually very simple problems, remain a challenge for driving automation.
In the absence of a ‘magic fix’ in the near future, the emphasis is likely to be on de-
veloping high levels of automation in limited geographical areas, where enhanced maps
can be created and maintained in an adequate manner. Enhanced infrastructure (“smart
roads”) would then develop hand-in-hand with this, likely including highway and traffic
monitoring to reduce risk and exclude unexpected hazards.
In summary, the grand challenges for artificial intelligence – entirely replacing the
human driver – is likely too great to be solved in the next few decades, except where
the immediate driving environment can be simplified. This may be a fully revamped
infrastructure (in local regions) or it could be achieved by novel means (like the SARTRE
road train concept). And the overriding challenge will be to ensure human safety for
the new systems, knowing that most existing highway safety evaluation is based on
retrospective studies.
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